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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation research, a new concept of actuation system and corresponding control method are developed for automotive automatic transmission (in short, AT) shift control.

A piezoelectric-hydraulic pump (in short, PHP) based actuation system can be one of the potential alternatives that can replace a current electro-hydraulic actuation system for an automatic transmission friction element such as a band brake. In this dissertation, a stand-alone prototype of the PHP actuator is synthesized with the new concept of power-by-wire actuation, with a primary emphasis on the development of required performance for AT shift control. The fundamental performance of a prototype PHP is evaluated through the measuring of the flow rate and dead-head pressures. In addition, both the effects of a Helmholtz resonator and a fluid effective bulk modulus on the performance are experimentally examined.

Next, a nonlinear sliding mode controller is developed for actuation force tracking control of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuation system. With a derived governing equation of motion of the PHP-band brake actuation system, a simple but effective switching control law is synthesized based on the sliding mode theory for the given nonlinear system. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller, its force tracking performance for a smooth engaging of friction elements during the AT 1 → 2 up shift is validated experimentally. In addition, implementation method using a two-level driver that is appropriate for a pulse-driven actuator is established. It not only can successfully track the desired force trajectory for AT shift control with small tracking
error, but also provides a new opportunity for pressure control of fluid power systems, eliminating three traditional hydraulic components: oil pump, regulating valve, and control valve. These promising results demonstrate the potential of the PHP actuator as a new controllable actuation system for AT friction elements.

Finally, the PHP actuator and controller are applied to the automatic transmission shift control scenario to examine the effectiveness of the new power-by-wire actuation concept. To do this, a real time automotive power train model is first synthesized to develop the simulation model for hardware-in-the-loop simulation. Only power on 1 → 2 up shift model using band brake as on-coming friction element and one-way clutch as off-going friction element is provided for evaluating the single actuator performances. In addition, both fill volume control to prevent over-fill and the desired force trajectory learning control for AT shift controller are designed to achieve the enhanced shift performance. With the real time power train model and the PHP actuator, the whole structure of HILS is constructed, and its successful use in the development of AT shift control system is presented to demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of using the new PHP actuator.
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# Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>cross section area of PZT stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>ram (effective) area of head side in double-acting hydraulic cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>ram area (effective) area of rod side in double-acting hydraulic cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_p$</td>
<td>diaphragm area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_o$</td>
<td>orifice area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_R$</td>
<td>orifice area of reed valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>damping constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>capacitance, Hydraulic compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_d$</td>
<td>discharge coefficient for orifice flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>specific heat of PZT stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1, c_2$</td>
<td>damping constant of return spring and band brake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>damping constant of PZT stack transducer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_R$</td>
<td>damping constant of reed valves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{33}$</td>
<td>piezoelectric constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>tracking error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_a$</td>
<td>actuation force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_e$</td>
<td>external forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_f$</td>
<td>friction force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{d}, F_{d}$</td>
<td>desired force and derivative of desired force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f, f_c$</td>
<td>pulse (driving) and control frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_c$</td>
<td>control flow gain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( G_l \) leakage flow gain

\( I \) current

\( I_{\text{sub}} \) inertia of subscript

\( K \) Lipschitz constant

\( K_e \) effective hydraulic spring rate

\( K_r \) opening gain of reed valve

\( K_g \) control gain

\( k \) conductivity of PZT stack

\( k_1, k_2 \) spring rate of return spring and band brake

\( k_p \) stiffness of PZT stack transducer

\( k_g \) stiffness of reed valves

\( m \) effective mass of hydraulic cylinder

\( m_p \) effective mass of PZT stack transducer

\( m_g \) effective mass of reed valve

\( n \) number of multilayered PZT stack transducer

\( P_1 \) actuation pressure

\( P_2 \) accumulator pressure

\( P_p \) pumping pressure

\( \Delta P \) pressure difference

\( Q_o \) discharge (outlet) flow rate

\( Q_i \) suction (inlet) flow rate

\( Q_l \) leakage flow rate

\( Q_c \) control flow rate
\[ s \] Laplace operator

\[ T_p \] pulse duration time

\[ T_{sub} \] torque of subscript

\[ T(r) \] temperature of PZT stack

\[ t \] thickness

\[ t_p \] pulse period time

\[ t_d \] delay time

\[ t_1, t_2 \] start and finish time of feedback control interval

\[ u \] switching control input

\[ V_t \] voltage

\[ V_{i(f)} \] control input voltage with pulse frequency \( f \)

\[ V \] volume

\[ V_o \] control volume of head side in double-acting cylinder

\[ V_c \] control volume of pumping chamber

\[ w \] orifice area gradient

\[ x, \dot{x} \] displacement (stroke) and velocity of hydraulic cylinder

\[ x_o \] pre-loaded length of return spring

\[ x_p, \dot{x}_p \] displacement (stroke) and velocity of PZT stack transducer

\[ x_s \] dead (fill) stroke

\[ x_R \] opening displacement of reed valves

\[ Y_E \] piezoelectric admittance

\[ Z \] impedance

\[ Z_c \] characteristic impedance
$Z_E$ piezoelectric impedance

$Z_M$ mechanical impedance

$\alpha, \eta$ strictly positive constant

$\beta_e$ effective bulk modulus of working fluid

$\psi$ final gear ratio

$\tau$ time constant

$\rho_c$ density of hydraulic oil

$\rho$ density of PZT stack

$\omega_{\text{sub}}$ angular velocity of subscript

$\omega(k)$ sampled angular velocity

$\zeta$ damping ratio
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Over the past decades, there has been the growing demand for cost-effective, highly efficient, and reliable automotive power train. The transmission, especially an automatic transmission (in short, AT), is a key element in a power train, which plays a pivoting role in satisfying the higher consumer expectations for high-performance vehicles [Deiss et al., 2006]. Hence, significant research efforts have been performed and various innovative technologies have been explored to reduce the cost and improve the reliability, shift quality and fuel economy of automatic transmissions [Zongxuan and Hebbale, 2005]. In particular, the actuation system for engaging friction elements (e.g., band brakes and clutches) is a critical component to ensure good shift quality and high fuel economy [Turner et al., 2004 and Cao et al., 2004]. For actuating the friction elements, current actuation systems in AT consist of many electro-hydraulic components, such as the rotor type oil pump, the pressure regulating valve and pressure control valves including solenoid valves such as the variable force solenoid (in short, VFS) and pulse width modulation (in short, PWM) solenoid. Because of these many components, the electro-hydraulic control circuit for AT can be very complicated, as shown in Figure 1-1.
In general, the structure of traditional hydraulic control circuits illustrated in Figure 1-1 consists of two main parts: the central hydraulic power unit (i.e., the engine, rotor type oil pump, and pressure regulating valve) and the electro-hydraulic control/actuation system (i.e., valve body). The schematic of a conventional electro-hydraulic actuation system is illustrated in Figure 1-2. This structure also requires distributed transmission lines to connect the actuation system with each friction element, requiring fluid passage in the transmission case or fluid pipes. As a result, it negatively affects the product size and manufacturing cost of the AT. The actuation pressure is modulated through two processes in current electro-hydraulic actuation systems. The
inlet flow rate from the oil pump is first regulated by the exhausting flow through the regulating valve. This regulated pressure is also controlled by the exhausting flow through the control valves with solenoid valves. It is obvious that this pressure regulating and control method using the continually exhausting flow can negatively affect the size of oil pump. Furthermore, while current AT friction element actuation systems have been operational, it has been recognized that they have the following technical limitations for enhanced performance:

(a) The oil pump (3 kg to 5 kg) and valve body (7 kg to 10 kg) are relatively heavy.

(b) The energy loss is mainly due to the engine-driven oil pump.

(c) The electro-hydraulic actuator does not provide high precision controllability.

It is obvious that the fuel economy of engine will be affected by items (a) and (b). Item (c) will negatively affect the shift quality.

---

Figure 1-2: Schematic of conventional electro-hydraulic actuation (control) systems
1.2 Literature Review

To address the aforementioned problems, alternative actuation systems featuring
crisper structure and compact size have been introduced recently to replace the current
complex electro-hydraulic actuation systems. This section describes previous and current
studies relevant to the development of these alternative actuation systems.

Numerous smart materials-based systems have been recently synthesized with
particular focus on the development of innovative actuators incorporating smart materials
such as piezoelectric materials, electro/magneto-rheological (in short, ER/MR) fluids, and
shape memory alloys (in short SMA) [Chopra, 2002]. One of the promising applications
featuring smart materials is a direct clutch/brake system, with the elimination of
traditional auxiliary actuation systems. For instance, a proportional drum brake actuated
by PZT stack was developed by using compliant-mechanism-based transmission device
as shown in Figure 1-3 [Gogola and Goldfarb, 1999]. They achieved 180 N-mm level of
braking torque with a voltage input of 200 Volts. Despite its enhanced controllability,
using smart materials, however, has still many technical limitations such as small stroke
of piezoelectric material based actuators and particle segmentation of ER/MR fluids.
Recently, a high force electromechanical linear actuator for automated manual transmissions was developed to satisfy the force requirement of 1 kN over a 16 mm stroke, as shown in Figure 1-4. Using such devices for actuating friction elements, however, has critical disadvantages such as low power density due to the heavy permanent magnets.

Figure 1-3: A proportional drum brake actuated by PZT stack [Gogola and Goldfarb, 1999]

Figure 1-4: A high force electromechanical linear actuator [Turner et al., 2006]
A two stage actuation system by combining classical actuators (e.g., DC motors) and piezoelectric actuators was recently developed for controllable brakes and clutches, as shown in Figure 1-5. Using this hybrid type high-bandwidth actuator, the large actuation force by a PZT stack actuator (3.5 kN) was achieved within the short fill time by the motors. This hybrid concept extended to the development of a hydraulic-piezoelectric actuator for positioning control systems with large stroke achieved by a hydraulic cylinder and high accuracy obtained by PZT stacks [Chiang et al., 2005]. However, electric motors feature relatively low power density, which is a critical drawback for automotive and aerospace applications.

Figure 1-5: Two stage actuation system [Neelakantan et al., 2005].

Another potential hybrid alternative is to utilize a piezoelectric-hydraulic pump (in short, PHP). The main idea of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump is to combine the advantages of piezoelectric transducers (i.e., high power density and large load authority) and hydraulic systems (i.e., large stroke and large actuation force). Therefore, it is highly
possible to satisfy both performance requirements (i.e., large stroke and large actuation force). Furthermore, it features high power density with low weight compared with conventional actuators, as shown in Figure 1-6.

---

![Figure 1-6: Power density vs. actuator weight of various conventional actuators and piezoelectric-hydraulic pump [Hirose et al., 1989]](image)

---

In the last decade, several prototypes of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuators have been introduced by researchers. Konishi et al. [1993] have developed the first macro-scale piezoelectric-hydraulic pump using a piezoelectric stack actuator, and recognized that using a flexible diaphragm in the pumping chamber could increase its output and reduce the bandwidth. Mauck and Lynch [1999, 2000] developed various versions of new actuation systems consisting of a piezoelectric-hydraulic pump driven by
a high voltage piezoelectric stack (1000 Volt) and hydraulic cylinders, and achieved the maximum 7.25 cc/s flow rate and 271N blocking force under 800 Volt, 350 psi accumulator pressure and 60 Hz. Nasser et al. [2000] identified the effect of the pre-charge using an accumulator on the reducing of friction in the commercial hydraulic cylinder. Oates et al. [2000, 2001] developed a dynamic model to identify bandwidth limitations. Sirohi et al. [2001, 2003] drove the co-fired type piezo stacks at higher frequencies to more effectively utilize their high power using their customized driver. The no-load flow rate was achieved by the 2.2 cc/s at 300 Hz, 50 psi accumulator pressure. In addition, they replaced the ball-type check valves with reed valves to extend the bandwidth of the one-way valves. A multi-stage reed valve is also incorporated to improve the bandwidth of passive reed valves [Janen et al., 2003].

To overcome the limitations of passive one-way valves, active check valves have been investigated by some researchers [Lee et al., 2004]. They developed a pump that consists of a piezoelectric stack actuator and two piezoelectric unimorph disc valves acting as one-way valves. Based on Lee’s research, in-house passive check valve arrays fabricated using MEMS technology were developed to improve the performance of conventional passive check valves [Tieck et al., 2005]. At operating frequency of 150 Hz and accumulator pressure of 80 psi, about 0.91 cc/s flow rate was achieved. Chapman et al. [2005] developed three compact, low cost piezo-hydraulic pumps using the co-fired type piezoelectric actuators. However, the achieved maximum flow rate (6scce/s) was similar with their earlier versions. Novel techniques utilizing resonance were also introduced by some researchers [Park et al., 1999, and Keller, 2004].
Recently, researchers and engineers have built on these previous research efforts and investigated the possibility of using piezoelectric-hydraulic pumps in a wide range of industries. For instance, Choi et al. [2005] demonstrated the applicability of an actuator driven by piezo-hydraulic pump for a positioning system. A MEMS valves based high performance PHP (piezoelectric-hydraulic pump) system was developed by Kinetic Ceramics [O’Neill, 2007]. The performance of this system was successfully tested in a remotely piloted flight vehicle. Aerospace engineers have attempted to develop piezoelectric material based pumps for the new trailing edge flaps or morphing wing systems on airplanes [Yoo et al., 2003, Lhermet et al, 2006, and Sneed et al., 2007].

1.3 Problem Statement and Research Objectives

While the potential of piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuators has been recognized, it is not clear that such devices can be synthesized and effectively controlled for automotive applications. As illustrated in Figure 1-7, typical piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuation systems are still bulky and complex, for they consist of various mechanical components such as a gas accumulator, a hydraulic cylinder, and control valves. Therefore, the main objective of this research is to build upon previous studies and to explore the feasibility of synthesizing a self-contained piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuation system, with primary focus on achieving the required performance for AT shift control. To achieve this aim, a compact piezoelectric-hydraulic pump should be first developed.
With a compact stand-alone PHP-based actuator, the new actuation concept of a power-by-wire system is suggested, as shown in Figure 1-8. Compared with conventional electro-hydraulic actuation systems, this concept allows for distributed power-by-wire operation through the independent piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuator. It is obvious that this system can replace the conventional electro-hydraulic control system with the compact piezoelectric-hydraulic pump actuator controlled by electronic control systems. Hence, traditional hydraulic components such as the engine-driven oil pump, control valves and fluid lines can be eliminated. The additional practical advantages are the elimination of exhausting flow and the on-demand actuation system, and more flexibility in installation, as opposed to conventional systems.
The piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuator, however, should satisfy the performance requirements for actuating current friction elements before the establishment of this new conceptual actuation system. In this thesis, the band brake is first selected as the test-bed friction element. Figure 1-9 shows the typical band brake and servo system that is still widely used in current AT due to its relatively superior packaging capability and the large torque capacity [Cao et al., 2004 and Gu et al., 2006]. Most AT friction elements have dead stroke due to the gap between components. In case of the 4-speed AT for low input torque capacity, it is in the range of 3 mm to 4 mm. As a result, considerable flow rate is required to fill up this cylinder volume. Figure 1-10 shows the digital mock-up model for band brake actuation system with completely developed piezoelectric-hydraulic pump.
For simplicity, only the power-on 1 \( \rightarrow \) 2 up shift of a Ford 4-speed AT for passenger car is first considered in this research. In this Ford AT, the engaging friction
element, which is the on-coming member related with a new speed ratio, is the band brake. The disengaging friction element, which is off-going member related with current speed ratio, is the one-way clutch (overrunning clutch) that has the automatic synchronizing ability. The typical power/on 1 $\rightarrow$ 2 up shift procedure of an AT using band brakes and one-way clutch is illustrated in Figure 1-11 [Fujii et al., 2002]. The shift event can be divided into three phases: the fill, torque and inertia phase. During the fill phase, the pump flow rate should be sufficient to ensure a short fill that should be finished within 0.3 seconds. The actuation pressure gradient should be controlled so that the transient output (shaft) torque can be changed smoothly in the inertia phase. After finishing the shift, the applied pressure should be higher than the required engaging pressure to prevent the slippage of the band brake.

Based on the above discussion, some of the nominal performance levels that the actuation system needs to provide for AT band brake control can be identified as follows:

(a) To achieve the desired fill time, the corresponding required flow rate should be approximately in the range of 20 cc/s with the servo cylinder of 50 mm bore size.

(b) To ensure a complete shift, the required actuation force should be controlled in the range of 600 N and the required actuator authority should be in the range of 1 kN to lock the band brake.

(c) To guarantee improved shift quality, actuation force has to be controlled since the output torque heavily depends on the actuation pressure profile.
1.4 Overview of Dissertation

The major tasks of this thesis are identified to be the development of prototype actuation system, nonlinear force tracking control of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuator, and its application to 1 → 2 shift control of AT application. The thesis organization is described in detail as follows:

In Chapter 2, the development of a prototype actuation system is presented. This chapter provides the design, fabrication and performance evaluation of the prototype in detail. The key performance index of pump systems, flow rate and dead-head pressure, are experimentally evaluated and improved through the design modifications. Next, a
nonlinear controller for tracking the desired actuation force is synthesized based on the sliding mode theory; the controller design and implementation is presented in Chapter 3. Simulation efforts are also presented to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed controller. In Chapter 4, the application of PHP actuator is extended into an AT test-bed to validate the effectiveness of the new power-by-wire actuation concept. Both nonlinear sliding mode control for force tracking of the PHP actuator and hardware-in-the-loop simulation (in short, HILS) are performed to demonstrate the potentials of the PHP actuator. A power train system model is developed and presented in detail. The model is utilized to synthesize the real time simulation process for HILS. Finally, the research efforts and main contributions of this thesis investigation are summarized in Chapter 5. Recommendations for future research are also provided.
Chapter 2
Design and Performance Investigation of Piezoelectric-hydraulic Pump Actuator

This chapter is organized in five sub sections. In Section 2.1, key characteristics of piezoelectric-hydraulic pump are described. The detail design of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuator, which includes the characteristics of the piezoelectric transducer is described in Section 2.2. In addition, the fundamental property of working fluid, effective bulk modulus, is discussed in Section 2.3. The results of performance evaluation and enhancements are presented and summarized in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5, respectively.

2.1 Characteristics of Piezoelectric-hydraulic Pump

2.1.1 Positive Displacement Type Pump

In fact, piezoelectric-hydraulic pump is a positive-displacement type pump that causes a fluid to move into the discharge side by trapping a fixed amount of it, which is known as displacement. According to the method for moving a fluid, types of positive-displacement pumps can be classified as reciprocating, metering, and gear pumps [Karassik et. al., 2001]. Figure 2-1 shows the typical gear (rotor) type oil pump, which is commonly used in automotive industry. As illustrated, the ratio of maximum trapped
volume \( (V_{max}) \) to minimum volume \( (V_{min}) \) is generally 30 to 50. This large ratio will enable us to generate the sufficient negative pumping pressure for suction.

Figure 2-2 shows the working principle of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump. Compared to conventional reciprocal type pumps, the difference is the driving method of diaphragm. With piezoelectric material based transducers, the fast stroking with high frequency is possible. In case of suction, the relatively large pressure difference between pumping chamber and inlet port is required to suction due to the inertia of inlet one-way valve. Contrary to the general positive type pumps, the ratio of maximum trapped volume \( (V_{max}) \) to minimum volume \( (V_{min}) \) is, however, nearly one due to the small strain of PZT stack transducer \( (50\sim90 \mu m) \), which is too small to generate the negative pressure for sufficient suction. Accordingly, using accumulator pressure is an essential component to increase initial pumping pressure in piezoelectric-hydraulic pump.
2.1.2 Inchworm Motion Principle

Another feature of piezoelectric-hydraulic pump is inchworm motion due to the one-way valve action, as shown in Figure 2-3. Due to the inchworm principle with high frequency, small strain of PZT stack can rectify into the large stroke (theoretically infinite). Average gradient stands for the flow rate and increases linearly with frequency.

Figure 2-2: Working principle of piezoelectric-hydraulic pump

Figure 2-3: Typical measured inchworm stroke (cylinder displacement)
2.1.3 Mechanical Transmission

As shown in Figure 2-4, intermediate working fluid in PHP actuator can be acted as the linear mechanical transmission during one cycle of pumping operation, assuming that the working hydraulic oil is an ideal incompressible fluid. Based on this assumption, the stroke of PZT stack can be estimated from measured cylinder displacement using the area ratio of pumping diaphragm to cylinder piston. For instance, if the area ratio is 0.25 and measured cylinder displacement per cycle is 0.2 mm illustrated in Figure 2-3, the stroke of PZT stack can be roughly estimated by 50 μm, which represents the stroke amplification mechanism (mechanical advantage). Accordingly, the net output work per one cycle will be depends on the intermediate hydraulic fluid part. However, output power increases linearly with driving frequency, the level of driving voltage, and accumulator pressures. Transmission mechanism also becomes complicated if there is a hydraulic spring rate due to the fluid effective bulk modulus.

---

Figure 2-4: Linear mechanical transmission (stroke amplification) in PHP actuator
2.2 Design of Stand-alone Piezoelectric-hydraulic Pump Actuator

In this section, the design of PHP actuator is described in detail. Then, the fundamental performances of PZT stack transducer and new driving topology is presented. A fabricated self-contained prototype actuator is also illustrated in the last sub-section.

2.2.1 Shift Control-oriented Hydraulic Circuit

A shift control-oriented hydraulic circuit with the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump is first designed for AT shift control, as shown in Figure 2-5. The gas accumulator is primarily used to provide pumping function. In addition, it provides various essential functions, which include cavitation prevention, pre-loading to PZT stack transducer, and improvement of the dead head pressure. A hydraulic transmission line is connected to the chambers on both sides of the double-acting hydraulic cylinder to cancel out the initial actuation force caused by the accumulator pressure. A PZT stack transducer generates the fast oscillating stroke by the input control voltage with high frequency. With the stroke of the PZT stack, the alternating pumping pressure is generated by the changing of chamber volume. Two reed valves will convert this alternating action into one way flow through the opening and closing operations of reeds. Because of the incompressibility of fluid, the piston of hydraulic cylinder will move with large stroke. Fluid line will be pressurized immediately after stroking. The band brake will be eventually engaged by this generated actuation pressure force.
For AT shift control, there should be three operation modes: the engaging mode, the locking mode, and the disengaging mode, as illustrated in Figure 2-6. The actuation pressure can be controlled by modulating the driving frequency of the PZT stack transducer in the engaging mode (engaging mode). Because of the incompressibility of the small amount of fluid and the sealing by one-way check valve, the cylinder piston will be locked until the actuation pressure is released, although the driving voltage for PZT stack transducer is off (locking mode). Since the bi-directional control action is not required for AT shift control, the normally closed type on-off solenoid valve is incorporated for releasing of the actuation pressure. With this return valve opened, the two pressures become equal and the piston will be returned by the return spring force (disengaging mode).
Based on the compactness requirement, self-contained hardware configuration for prototype is designed, as illustrated in Figure 2-7. It consists of two main parts: upper valve body and lower valve body.

Figure 2-6: Three operation modes for piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuator

Figure 2-7: Hardware configuration of stand-alone type piezoelectric-hydraulic pump
2.2.2 Main Components

2.2.2.1 Diaphragm

A pumping diaphragm (φ 0.053m) is a key component for flexible stroking in positive displacement type pump. It is fabricated by using blue tempered & polished spring steel (C1095, t = 0.1 mm), since this alloy features the combination of maximum fatigue limit and the highest tensile stress. Fatigue limit can be calculated by stress-life method using S-N curve and following equation

$$\frac{\Delta S}{2} = S_f^\prime (N^\prime)^b$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $\Delta S$ is stress amplitude (i.e., max. Von Mises stress at 80 $\mu m$), $S_f^\prime$ and $b$ are the intercept and the slope in Figure 2-8. Fatigue limit of 281 MPa is validated to be higher than maximum Von Mises stress (171 MPa) at $9 \times 10^9$ cycles (150 Hz $\times$ 30,000 shift times). As a result, spring steel can be used for diaphragm within fatigue limit cycles.

---

Figure 2-8: Stress-life method for fatigue analysis of spring steel reed using S-N curve
2.2.2.2 Gas Accumulator

The compactness requirement rules out the option of using standard commercial gas accumulators. Miniature gas accumulator using bead type rubber diaphragm is designed instead of them. Gas volume (approximately 2.8e-5 m³) can be easily filled with Nitrogen gas or compressed air through the gas valve, as shown in Figure 2-9.

![Figure 2-9: Cutaway of miniaturized gas accumulator and rubber diaphragm](image)

2.2.2.3 One-Way Valve

Of the three feasible types of one-way valve (i.e., check valve, reed valve, and active valve), a reed valve is employed in this PHP-based actuator since it has more broad bandwidth than check valve, and simpler structure than active valve using piezoelectric materials. Like diaphragm, two reed valves are made up of blue tempered & polished spring steel (C1095, t = 0.1 mm), as shown in Figure 2-10. In order to operate a pumping system at a frequency range of 200 Hz, the reed valves should have a natural
frequency above 200 Hz. The valves can be assumed to be a cantilevered beam clamped at one end. Then, their 1\textsuperscript{st} natural frequency can be estimated by following equation

\[ \omega_1 = \frac{3.52}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{EI_r}{m_rL^3}} \]  

(2.2)

where \( m_r \) is the reed mass, \( E \) is the Young’s modulus of reeds, \( L \) is the length, and \( I_r \) is the inertia of reed valve can be defined by

\[ I_r = \frac{b_r t^3}{12} \]  

(2.3)

In the above equation, \( b_r \) is the width of the reed valve, and \( t \) is the thickness. Using this equation, dimensions are determined by 7.5 mm (\( b_r \)) x 14 mm (\( L \)) x 0.1mm (\( t \)) to be have the 1\textsuperscript{st} natural frequency of 390 Hz. According to a finite element analysis (FEA) using ANSYS, the maximum Von Mises stress (171 MPa) turned out to be lower than the yield strength of 590 MPa [Norton, 2000] at opening displacement of 79 \( \mu \text{m} \), as shown in Figure 2-11. Fatigue limit of reed turned out to be nearly same as that of diaphragm.

![Figure 2-10: Configuration of reed valve assembly](image)
2.2.3 PZT Stack Transducer

A co-fired type PZT stack (model: APC PSt150, 81 mm, 10 mm x 10 mm) is used as piezoelectric transducer in the PHP actuator, as illustrated in Figure 2-12. There should be some important considerations for mounting in piezoelectric transducer applications. The clamping is first of all not recommended. Instead of clamping, surface contacting using round caps are used to decouple the unexpected bending moment. In addition, the PZT stack transducer should be aligned axially using urethane form retainer to prevent the excessive stress concentration due to the imperfection. To facilitate rapid cooling of PZT stack, the retainer is eliminated in the middle of PZT stack and many ventilation holes are drilled out in the PZT stack housing.

![Figure 2-11: Finite element analysis (FEA) result of reeds](image.png)
2.2.3.1 Free Stroke and Block Force

According to the performance test results performed by product vendor, the PZT stack can achieve a free stroke of 90 μm when maximum 150 Volt is applied, as shown in Figure 2-13. Using the test result for the 30 Volt line and its free stroke, the maximum block force is estimated by 20 kN as shown in Figure 2-14. Typically, the mechanical energy transfer efficiency from the PZT stack transducer into the external system (i.e., pumping chamber) can be maximized under the impedance matching condition. Accordingly, the stiffness of external loads due to the accumulator pressure is designed as nearly same as the stiffness of PZT stack (230 N/μm). As a result, the final
effective stroke is achieved around 50 $\mu m$. This preloading also can prevent the failure of PZT stack largely due to the excessive tensile stress [Yury et al., 2007].

Figure 2-13: Characteristic curves for the PZT stack: Input voltage vs. displacement

Figure 2-14: Characteristic curves for PZT stack transducer: Displacement vs. force
2.2.3.2 PZT Stack Driver

A piezoelectric material itself is a capacitor, which has the purely reactive impedance so-called capacitance. The measured capacitance of the PZT stack transducer illustrated in Figure 2-12 is approximately 30 μF due to the relatively long length (large volume) of PZT stack. This large capacitive load of PZT stack should be fully compensated for the efficient driving of PZT stack [Lindner, 2001]. Figure 2-15 shows the characteristic curve of conventional linear power amplifier for various capacitive loads. In the case of the 30 μF loads, the output voltages are dropped around 60Hz because of the current limitation of the linear amplifier (maximum average current of 0.4 A). This voltage dropping significantly affects the flow rate performance of piezoelectric-hydraulic pump, since it heavily depends on the stroke of PZT stack.

Figure 2-15: Peak output voltage vs. driving frequency for various capacitive loads of linear amplifier [Piezomechanik GmbH, Model: LE 150/200]
Typically, the required peak current capacity for compensating capacitive loads can be calculated as follows:

\[
I = 2\pi f \cdot C \cdot V_{peak} = \pi f \cdot C \cdot V_p
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where \( f \) is driving frequency (200 Hz), \( C \) is the measured capacitance (30 \( \mu F \)), \( V_p \) is sinusoidal AC voltage (120 Volt). Then, the required peak current is estimated to be approximately 2.3 \( A \) in this application. However, the linear power amplifier that can fully compensate this large capacitive load has many practical disadvantages such as huge size and low efficiency. In order to overcome these technical limitations, the new driver that has different driving topology is required. Accordingly, a two-level driver is customized in this research, as shown in Figure 2-16. This driver switches large capacitive loads between low level (e.g., -10 Volt to 0 Volt) and high level (e.g., 120 Volt to 150 Volt) in the short circuit. Thus, the TTL (transistor–transistor logic) pulse with 0 to 5 Volt is required to trigger the two-level driver. This driver provides the sufficient peak current required to produce extremely fast rise/fall times and to operate at high frequencies. With this circuitry, the wave shape of output will be pulse with quasi-sinusoidal rising and falling edges. Note that when you drive a PZT transducer with the two-level driver, there is typically a fairly high peak current, but this only occurs for a short period of time. In other words, although the PZT stack transducer needs 2 amps of current, but only draws it 10% of the time, which means the average current would still be less than 0.5 amps. Therefore, compared with conventional linear power amplifier or switching amplifier, the efficiency of this driver is relatively higher, and its overall size is more compact, which are more appropriate for automotive applications.
2.2.3.3 Self-induced Temperature Rise of PZT Stack

Typically, piezoelectric materials show the capacitive behavior under dynamic excitation conditions. One inevitable consequence of this dynamic excitation is the dissipative power loss, which will be converted into the thermal energy within the piezoelectric materials that in turn lead to the self-induced temperature rise [Zhou and Rogers, 1995]. This characteristic is of considerable concern in such pulse-driven applications as the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump since many parameters and the durability of piezoelectric materials are sensitive to the temperature rise [Mitrovic et al.,
Accordingly, the temperature rise of PZT stack has to be evaluated before its actual operation. The impedance model for piezoelectric transducer is used to predict this self-induced temperature rise. This piezoelectric impedance is defined as the inverse of the piezoelectric admittance \( Y_E \) [Chen et al., 1996].

\[
Z_E = \frac{1}{Y_E} \tag{2.5}
\]

This piezoelectric admittance can be expressed as follows:

\[
Y_E = i\omega A(\hat{\varepsilon}_{33}^T - d_{33} \hat{\Lambda}_p) \frac{n}{t} + d_{33} \hat{\Lambda}_p \frac{\tan(k_p \cdot t \cdot n)}{k_p \cdot t^2(1 + Z_m/Z_P)} \tag{2.6}
\]

where \( k_p \) is the wave number expressed by

\[
k_p = \omega \sqrt{\frac{\rho}{\hat{\Lambda}_p}} \tag{2.7}
\]

\( \hat{\Lambda}_p \) is the complex modulus defined by

\[
\hat{\Lambda}_p = \Lambda_p (1 + \eta_m i) \tag{2.8}
\]

The mechanical impedance of the PZT stack \( Z_p \) is

\[
Z_p = -\frac{K_p \cdot k_p \cdot t \cdot n}{\omega \tan(k_p \cdot t \cdot n)} i \tag{2.9}
\]

where the static stiffness of the piezoelectric material \( K_p \) is

\[
K_p = \hat{\Lambda}_p \frac{a}{t \cdot n} \tag{2.10}
\]

The complex dielectric permittivity \( \hat{\varepsilon}_{33}^T \) with constant strain (free) is

\[
\hat{\varepsilon}_{33}^T = \varepsilon_{33}^T (1 + \eta_f i) \tag{2.11}
\]
In general, the real part of the piezoelectric admittance described in Eq. 2.6 is contributed to the generation of heat of PZT stack. As a result, the relationship between the piezoelectric admittance and the dissipative power \( W_D \) can be written as follows:

\[
W_D = \frac{V^2}{2} \text{Re}(Y_e)
\]  

(2.12)

where \( V \) is the applied voltage. Generated heat energy per unit volume can be defined as:

\[
Q_{\text{generated}} = \frac{W_D}{V_s}
\]

(2.13)

where \( V_s \) is the volume of the PZT stack. According to the conservation law of energy, heat energy balance equation can be obtained as follows:

\[
Q_{\text{generated}} = Q_{\text{dissipated}} + Q_{\text{stored}}
\]

(2.14)

Using heat transfer equation, Eq. 2.14 can be rewritten as follows:

\[
Q_{\text{generated}} = h A_s (T_{\text{stack}} - T_{\text{ambient}}) + \frac{d}{dt} (\rho V_s c T_{\text{stack}})
\]

(2.15)

where \( h \) is the convective heat coefficient for the given system, \( A_s \) is the surface area of the stack, \( c \) is the specific heat of the stack, and \( \rho \) is the density of the stack. Figure 2-17 shows an approximated thermal model used for the temperature rise analysis. Steady-state temperature rise can be approximately predicted in Eq. 2.15. For an infinitely long cylinder of radius \( r \), the temperature distributions will be governed as follows:

\[
T(r) = T_{\text{amb}} + \frac{Q_{\text{generated}}}{4k} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{r}{r_o} \right)^2 \right]
\]

(2.16)

where \( k \) is the thermal conductivity of the PZT stack transducer.
Based on this approximated thermal model, frequency response curve is plotted as Figure 2-18. These simulation results are compared with test data for 27 mm PZT stack obtained from PZT stack manufacturer [Piezo Systems, Inc.). The nominal values of parameter for simulation are listed in Table 2-1. The simulation results at surface of PZT stack are in good agreement with the test results. At the nominal operational ranges (0 to 200 Hz), about 23 °C rise is expected when 100 Volt is applied.

Figure 2-17: Approximated thermal model used for temperature rise of PZT stack

Figure 2-18: Frequency response for temperature rise of PZT stack transducer under dynamic operation conditions.
In order to predict the transient response of PZT stack transducer, the first order transfer function is derived from Eq. 2.15 as follows:

$$T_{\text{stack}}(s) = \frac{K \cdot G}{K + s} \quad (2.17)$$

where

$$K = \frac{h \cdot A_s}{\rho_s \cdot V_s \cdot c}, \quad G = \frac{Q_{\text{generated}}}{h \cdot A_s} + T_{\text{ambient}}$$

In Figure 2-19, the test result and simulation results for 200 Hz driving frequency are compared. Two results show good agreement at low frequency ranges. As shown, a short operation time (about one minute) is recommended to avoid the steady-state temperature rise. In addition, the temperature rise of the piezoelectric material tends to increase at resonance frequency [Sherrit et al., 2004]. Hence, the normal operational frequency should be within the off-resonant ranges in view of the reliability of PZT stack transducer.

Figure 2-19: Transient response of temperature rise of PZT stack transducer under dynamic operation conditions (100 Volt, 200 Hz, 81 mm PZT stack)
Table 2-1: Material properties and dimensions for predicting of temperature rise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Value (SI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Thickness of layers</td>
<td>500e-6 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Number of layer</td>
<td>162 (81 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Cross section area of PZT stack</td>
<td>1e-4 m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Density of PZT stack</td>
<td>7800 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>Young’s modulus of PZT</td>
<td>4.4e10 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ηma</td>
<td>Mechanical loss</td>
<td>0.01 (assumed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε33t</td>
<td>Dielectric permittivity</td>
<td>7.7e-7 (F/m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ηe</td>
<td>Electrical loss</td>
<td>0.01 (assumed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d33</td>
<td>Piezoelectric constant</td>
<td>540e-12 m/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Convective heat transfer coefficient of air</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Specific heat of the PZT stack</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity of the PZT stack</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.4 Prototype Fabrication

In this research, several versions of prototype were developed based on different hardware configurations. Figure 2-20 illustrates the assemble diagram of the final version of prototype pump and digital mock-up model designed based on the Figure 2-9. In addition, a compact miniature hydraulic cylinder is customized to reduce the stick-slip friction forces between piston and cylinder using air cylinder since large stick-slip friction force will affect the flow rate performance and force tracking control performance. In order to minimize these friction forces, the tight o-ring in the piston is replaced with low friction U-cup seal and the diameter of piston is also reduced from 20 mm into 8 mm.

The final outlook of prototype pump with compact hydraulic cylinder is illustrated in Figure 2-21. Its overall length is about 150 mm and weight including hydraulic oil is approximately 0.5 kg. This stand-alone prototype allows us to eliminate the fluid line dynamics and minimize the opportunity of air inflow through the many hydraulic couplings, and to install easily on the AT. Furthermore, it features compact size, light weight, and high performance, especially flow rate largely due to the simple and short flow path. As illustrated, this integrated actuation system is much simpler than the current band brake actuation system. With this power-by-wire actuation system, such more advanced AT shift strategies as clutch-to-clutch control also can be more easily implemented.
Figure 2-20: Assemble diagram and digital mock-up model of stand-alone prototype

Figure 2-21: Photographs of fabricated stand-alone prototype actuator
2.3 Effective Bulk Modulus of Working Fluid

In fact, most potential applications using piezoelectric-hydraulic pump will probably be operating in wide pressure and temperature ranges. Such operation conditions may cause the variation of fluid properties. In particular, since a pre-pressurized (biased) accumulator is an essential component for this actuating system, pressure will affect the property of working fluid such as the effective bulk modulus. However, the effective bulk modulus is assumed to be constant in most studies on the performance of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump. The varying effective bulk modulus of Hydrolubric® oil primarily used for the working fluid in this research is described.

2.3.1 Review of Fluid Effective Bulk Modulus

The fluid effective bulk modulus is an important fluid property for determining the pump dynamic characteristics such as response time etc. It has been identified that it is a combination of the bulk modulus of air-free fluid and the bulk modulus of entrapped air. As a result, it varies widely with pressure and temperature and depends on the ratio of entrapped air to the total volume [Watton, 1986]. To represent this observation, various types of theoretical models have been developed. Assuming the entrapped air and fluid are modeled as serial springs and the container is a rigid, a simple model for the effective bulk modulus can be derived as follows:

\[
\frac{1}{\beta_e} = \frac{V_a}{V_i} \frac{1}{\beta_a} + \frac{1}{\beta}
\]  
(2.18)
where, $\beta_a$ is the bulk modulus of the air, $\beta$ is the bulk modulus of fluid and $V_a$ is the volume of the entrapped air, $V_T$ is the total volume. From this definition, the fluid effective bulk modulus is typically measured statically in chamber with a piston that can vary the volume of the fluid. As the fluid is pressurized, its compressibility can be determined. This method, however, requires a precision test apparatus because the volume change is very small. Furthermore, it is difficult to online measure the effective bulk modulus experimentally in hydraulic control system under actual operating conditions because the current measuring devices are too bulky and complex for real time measurement.

In this research, new measuring method is developed based on the fact that the fluid effective bulk modulus has been recognized to be a main parameter for determining the natural frequency of the hydraulic control system [Merrit, 1967]. Consider the cylindrical control volume in the valve system consisting of the spool valve, spring and pressure chamber. After integrating of the pressure-rise equation, substituting it into the equation of motion for spool valve yields the following natural frequency:

$$\omega_n = \sqrt{\frac{k + \beta_e A_p^2}{V_o M}}$$

(2.19)

where $M$ is the mass of spool valve, $k$ is the spring constant, $\beta_e$ is the effective bulk modulus, $A_p$ represents the ram area, and $V_o$ is the control volume of chamber. The second term of the numerator in Eq. 2.19 is frequently referred as hydraulic spring rate.
The relationship between the effective hydraulic spring rate \( K_e \) and the effective bulk modulus is therefore [Niezrecki et al, 2004]

\[
K_e = \frac{\beta_e \cdot A_p^2}{V_o} = \frac{\beta_e \cdot A_p^2}{A_p \cdot \ell_p} = \frac{\beta_e \cdot A_p}{\ell_p}
\]  

(2.20)

where \( \ell_p \) is the height of fluid cavity and \( A_p \) is the area of diaphragm, as described in Figure 2-22. From Eq. 2.20, it is clear that the spring rate is an explicit function of the effective bulk modulus. As the effective bulk modulus of the fluid changes, the hydraulic spring rate will change accordingly. This change also will affect the system resonant frequencies. The proposed new technique is developed based on this relationship.

2.3.2 Piezoelectric Impedance Method

The impedance of the piezoelectric material is introduced to measure the hydraulic spring rate. Piezoelectric materials are widely used in a variety of applications such as vibration control, damage detection, and active noise control. When a piezoelectric transducer is integrated with solid host structures, interfacial boundary conditions are imposed on the transducer material by the coupled structure. This coupling effect generates an electrical load, the so called admittance (the inverse of impedance), which will in turn deviate significantly from the normal piezoelectric capacitive behavior at resonant frequencies. This phenomenon generates the peak resonance frequency, which will depend on the characteristics (e.g., stiffness) of the coupled host structure and the interfacial boundaries [Liang et al., 1996]. In a similar manner, when a piezoelectric transducer is coupled with a structure containing working
fluids, resonance frequencies of the integrated system will change with the fluid spring rate (which is directly related to the fluid effective bulk modulus).

To develop and illustrate this new piezoelectric impedance-based effective bulk modulus measuring technique, a simple configuration is used as test bed, as shown in Figure 2-22. A hollow cylinder type PZT stack transducer \((L = 27 \text{ mm}, \phi = 14\text{mm})\), which will help the dissipation of generated heat under high frequency operations (e.g., above 2000 Hz) is attached to the end of a thin spring steel diaphragm with steel stiffener, while the other end is clamped. The measuring device is connected to an accumulator, which is used here to represent a pressurized hydraulic cylinder, since the pressure of the fluid cavity and hydraulic system can be easily adjusted by the biased accumulator pressures. With such an arrangement of the measuring device, the effects of the hydraulic control systems are eliminated due to the one-way valve action. Consequently, this new method is effective for the local areas of interest to be monitored (e.g., at the threshold of hydraulic cylinder shown).

---

**Figure 2-22: Schematic diagram of fluid effective bulk modulus measuring device**

Hollow cylinder type PZT transducer
To generate the sensitivity curve characterizing the relationship between the effective bulk modulus and the impedance resonant frequency, either reliable off-line numerical simulation/calibration or off-line experimental calibration can be used. In this research, a numerical simulation model is developed to illustrate the proposed new method and obtain the sensitivity curve; the curve can then be used for monitoring the working fluids bulk modulus in an on-line manner. The proposed measuring device can be modeled using a coupled electromechanical impedance model, which consists of a mechanical impedance the coupled fluid-structure system (the measuring device excluding the PZT stack transducer), $Z_M$, and the piezoelectric impedance, $Z_E$, as illustrated in Figure 2-23. Since we focus on the behavior of coupled fluid-structure system that the operating frequency of interest for the measuring device is tuned to be relatively low (e.g., a few kHz), the effect due to the mechanical impedance of the PZT stack transducer at higher frequency ranges or the impedance matching will not be considered in our analysis.

---

**Figure 2-23: Simplified coupled electro-mechanical impedance model for measuring device**
The mechanical impedance $Z_M$ can be represented by the three elements, namely mass ($Z_m$), spring ($Z_k$) and damper ($Z_c$). The mass element ($M$) is represented by the effective mass of the diaphragm and stiffener. The fluid mass is negligible since the calculated fluid mass from the fluid density and tiny control volume is so small compared with the effective mass of the diaphragm and stiffener. According to Eq. 2.20, the spring element for coupled fluid-structure system can be represented by the effective hydraulic spring rate ($K_e$) of working fluid contained in the measuring device, which represents the combined effect of the air and the fluid spring rates ($K_a$ and $K_f$). Since the spring force due to the hydraulic spring rate is mainly dominant for the restoring force and the flexible diaphragm is very soft, the diaphragm stiffness is neglected in this study. The stiffness of thick steel stiffener ($t=0.003$ m) is also neglected because it can be assumed as a rigid body with mass. The damper element (damping constant $C$) represents the effective damping in the system, which will affect the shape of piezoelectric impedance around the resonant peak frequency.

The piezoelectric impedance ($Z_E$) is mainly generated from the electrical properties of the piezoelectric transducer and defined from Eq. 2.6 to Eq. 2.11. The aforementioned mechanical impedance for the various elements in coupled fluid-structure system can be derived as:

$$Z_c = b$$
$$Z_m = i\omega M_e$$
$$Z_k = -\frac{K_e i}{\omega}$$

\[ (2.21) \]
In the analysis of impedance, it is often convenient to combine basic elements as follows:

\[ Z_M = \sum_{i} Z_i = b + i(\omega M_e - \frac{K_e}{\omega}) \] (2.22)

Finally, the overall piezoelectric impedance \( Z \) when coupled with the fluid-structure system can then be obtained using standard impedance block manipulation method:

\[ Z = \frac{Z_E \cdot Z_M}{Z_E + Z_M} \] (2.23)

The coupled impedance of the piezoelectric transducer also can be experimentally measured, typically, using an impedance analyzer. In this research, a simple alternative approximation method is used [Peairs, 2004]. Instead of the impedance analyzer, a dynamic signal analyzer and a sensing resistor are used for measuring the impedance. A unit sensing resistor is connected in series with the piezoelectric measuring device as shown in Figure 2-24 (a). Then, impedance of the measuring device can be defined as follows:

\[ Z = \frac{V_i}{I} \] (2.24)

where \( I \) is the current across the sensing resistor which can be defined as:

\[ I = \frac{V_d}{R_s} = V_d \] (2.25)

where \( R_s \) is a sensing resistor (1\( \Omega \)) and \( V_d \) is the voltage drop. Substituting Eq. 2.25 into Eq. 2.24, the impedance becomes the ratio of the input voltage to output voltage as follows:

\[ Z = \frac{V_i}{V_d} \] (2.26)
The impedance with respect to frequency can be easily obtained from the frequency response function between two voltages. Figure 2-24 illustrates the photograph of the piezoelectric measuring device connected with the accumulator and sensing resistor.

In this thesis, a Hydrolubic® oil, which is known as water-based hydraulic oil, is used for working fluid for piezoelectric-hydraulic pump, since the effective bulk modulus of water-based hydraulic oil is generally higher than that of petroleum-based hydraulic oil such as DEXRON-III® ATF (automatic transmission fluid) reported in [Kim et al., 2007].

In Figure 2-25, the measured piezoelectric impedances are plotted as a function of the exciting frequency with respect to three different pressures. For the illustrating example, as the pressure of the accumulator is increased from 0.4 MPa to 0.7 MPa, the impedance peak induced by resonance is shifted from 2.9 kHz to 3.1 kHz due to the variation of fluid stiffness caused by different effective bulk modulus. The effective bulk modulus corresponding to the given accumulator pressures are adjusted in the simulation model so
that the predicted peak resonant frequencies can match with that measured, as shown in Figure 2-26. Material properties and dimensions of the PZT stacks used in the simulation are listed in Table 2-2. Note that one can also utilize off-line calibration test instead of the numerical simulation to obtain the sensitivity curve. Compared with a petroleum-based hydraulic oil such as DEXRON-III® ATF (automatic transmission fluid), which is a well-known reference oil [Kim et al., 2007], the effective bulk modulus of the Hydrolubric oil is higher than that of ATF at the same pressure (0.4 MPa). This type of phenomenon has been noted in previous literatures [Houghton, 2008].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Value (SI unit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Thickness of layers</td>
<td>500e-6 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Number of layer</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Cross section area of PZT</td>
<td>7.5398e-5 m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Density of PZT</td>
<td>7800 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>Young’s modulus of PZT</td>
<td>4.4e10 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ηm</td>
<td>Mechanical loss</td>
<td>0.01 (assumed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>εs∥T</td>
<td>Dielectric permittivity</td>
<td>7.7e-7 (F/m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ηe</td>
<td>Electrical loss</td>
<td>0.01 (assumed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d33</td>
<td>Piezoelectric constant</td>
<td>540e-12 m/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_p</td>
<td>Area of diaphragm</td>
<td>7.1e4 m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ℓ_p</td>
<td>Height of fluid cavity</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_e</td>
<td>Effective mass</td>
<td>31 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Damping constant</td>
<td>20 (assumed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2-25: Comparison results of the measured piezoelectric impedances

Figure 2-26: Comparison results of the simulated piezoelectric impedances
The estimated effective bulk modulus are shown in Figure 2-27, where the sensitivity curve for on-line monitoring can be obtained by following curve fitting (solid line in Figure 2-27).

\[ y = 7 \times 10^{-6} \cdot x^{2.2} \]  

(2.27)

Figure 2-27: Sensitivity curve developed using the new device and simulation model (solid line: fitted; dots: measured)
2.4 Performance Investigation and Enhancements

In this section, in order to investigate the characteristics of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuator, a series of measurements for the flow rate and dead head pressures are performed and its performance is enhanced through design modifications.

2.4.1 Performance Test Apparatus

In fact, flow meter is required for measuring the flow rate of the PHP actuator. In this thesis, instead approximation method using hydraulic cylinder attached on the PHP actuator is used. In general, pressure-rise rate of hydraulic cylinder with small external loads is nearly zero during the stroking.

\[ \dot{P} = \frac{1}{C}(Q_a - A_i \dot{x}) \approx 0 \]  

(2.28)

where \( C \) is the hydraulic compliance, \( A_i \) is the effective (ram) area of cylinder, \( \dot{x} \) is the velocity of cylinder, respectively. From the Eq. 2.28, the flow rate can be estimated from the average velocity of cylinder from as follows;

\[ Q_a \approx A_i \dot{x} \]  

(2.29)

Figure 2-28 represents the configuration diagram of performance evaluation set-up. The piston of cylinder is connected with the linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT, Omega DP25B) to measure the stroke for velocity estimation. The dead-head pressure was also measured by high resolution pressure transducer installed at the bleed port of high pressure side. These sensing signals are analyzed and stored through the dynamic
signal analyzer (HP35665A). The record length is set as above 500Hz to avoid the beat phenomenon. The driving frequency is selected in the TTL pulse generator (model: FG3B) and an on-off switch is also used to toggle the TTL signal. Figure 2-29 shows photograph of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump mounted on the performance test stand.

---

**Figure 2-28:** Configuration diagram of performance test set-up

---

**Figure 2-29:** Photograph of overall performance test stand
2.4.2 Volumetric Efficiency

For more precision velocity (flow rate) measurement, thin air cylinder with φ 38 mm bore size is primarily used to minimize the effect of friction force in cylinder, as shown in Figure 2-30.

![Figure 2-30: Photograph of piezo-hydraulic pump with cylinder bore size of φ 38 mm](image)

The measured flow rate characteristic curves for various accumulator pressures are shown in Figure 2-31. There is narrow dead-band in the range of 5 Hz because of the friction of hydraulic cylinder. The bandwidth of valve opening turned out to be within the 150 Hz. Because of the bandwidth and system uncertainties, flow rate is dropped around 170 Hz. At higher driving frequency, outlet port in reed valve becomes the orifice which leads to the recovery of flow rate due to the large pressure difference and higher driving frequency.
In fact, the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump is a positive displacement type pump that uses a combination of the reciprocating action of a flexible diaphragm and one-way check valve. This type pump enables a fluid to displace by trapping a fixed amount of fluid into the discharging side. As a result, theoretical flow rate can be expressed as follows:

\[ Q_{\text{th}} = \delta \frac{\pi D^2}{4} f \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.30)

where \( \delta \) is the stroke of PZT stack (50 \( \mu \)m), \( D \) is the diameter of pumping chamber (0.053m), \( f \) is the driving frequency (Hz). This theoretical flow rate is designed based on the performance requirement of flow rate. Accordingly, the volumetric efficiency (\( \eta \)) is a key factor for evaluating of positive displacement type pump.

Figure 2-31: Flow rate characteristic curves for various accumulator pressures
where $Q_a$ is the actual measured flow rate calculated from Eq. 2.29. From the Figure 2-31, the volumetric efficiency is approximately calculated by 0.5 at 150 Hz. The factors that can affect the volumetric efficiency of the pump are leakage into back flow direction, external loads and dynamic characteristic of inlet flow and so on.

Most researches have focused on the driving at the high frequency range to enhance flow rates of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based on the fact that the pump flow rate will be proportional to the driving frequency [Sirohi et al., 2003a]. However, at higher frequency (above 200 Hz), the flow rate shows irregular behavior due to the effect of the one-way valves, pumping chamber, and hydraulic circuit and so on. Furthermore, the driving of soft piezoelectric material at higher frequency has the many technical limitations such as driving issues. Thus, the improvement of the volumetric efficiency at relatively lower frequency range is more appropriate way to improve the flow rate performance. Unlike the general pumping system, the proposed actuation system is formed by closed loop, as illustrated in Figure 2-32. The volumetric efficiency is then affected by the suction flow dominated by the suction pipe size and length etc. At some frequency range, the small size of the suction pipe may cause a restriction (i.e., impedance increasing) and the volumetric efficiency may be deteriorated.
2.4.2.1 Effect of Impedance Matching

In pump system, characteristic impedance of suction port \( (Z_s) \) and discharging port \( (Z_o) \), as denoted in Figure 2-33, has to be matched to maximize the circulating. The characteristic impedance of pipe can be defined by the following expression.

\[
Z_c = \sqrt{\frac{\rho_c \beta_c}{A_c}} \quad (2.32)
\]

where \( \rho_c \) is the density of medium (fluid), \( A_c \) is the cross-section area of pipe (orifice area), and \( \beta_c \) is the effective bulk modulus of fluid. The characteristic impedance of the discharging flow side (\( \phi 5 \) mm equivalent orifice) is \( 2.5 \times 10^{10} \) Nm\(^{-2}\) / m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\), which is well-known standard value in hydraulic control system [Watton, 1989]. The main factor for determining characteristic impedance is the cross sectional area of pipe (i.e., pipe size).
To demonstrate the effect of impedance matching, the flow rates with respect to different pipe sizes of suction side are shown in Figure 2-34. Square dots represent the measured flow rate using plastic (elastic) tube of φ2 mm pipe size. Circle dots represent the result for aluminum (rigid) tube of φ5 mm pipe size. In both case, the pipe size of discharging side (aluminum) of φ5 mm is used. In case of the aluminum tube (equal to the suction pipe), flow rate is much closer to the theoretical displacement of pump system, which implies that the volumetric efficiency is significantly improved. It is self-evident that the different pipe size between suction and discharge may lead to the impedance mismatching that adversely affects the volumetric efficiency of the pump system [Rinderknecht et al., 2005].

Figure 2-33: Schematic of circulating flow circuit of PHP actuator
2.4.2.2 Effect of Accumulator

As noted in Chapter 1, the gas accumulator is an essential component for pumping in piezoelectric-hydraulic pump. However, the compliance of gas in accumulator may also affect on the flow rate performance. In order to demonstrate the effect of gas accumulator, pipe of $\phi 5\ mm$ in the front of gas accumulator is restricted by the orifice size of $\phi 1.5\ mm$ to minimize the effect of gas accumulator, as depicted in Figure 2-35. Measured flow rates with respect to different configuration are compared in Figure 2-36. In case of restricted orifice, volumetric efficiency is lower than the case of without orifice.

Figure 2-34: Measured flow rates with respect to different suction pipe sizes (0.55 MPa accumulator pressure, 120 Volt)
(i.e., original configuration) except for the vicinity of 150 Hz. Obviously, gas accumulator helps not only to provide the pumping but also to increase the volumetric efficiency. Dropping around 175 Hz can be explained by other effect discussed in the next section.

![Schematic of gas accumulator with restricted orifice](image)

**Figure 2-35:** Schematic of gas accumulator with restricted orifice

![Measured flow rates with respect to different accumulator orifices](image)

**Figure 2-36:** Measured flow rates with respect to different accumulator orifices (0.55 MPa accumulator pressure, 120 Volt)
2.4.2.3 Effect of Helmholtz Resonator

In general, the air intake process significantly affects the performance of an internal combustion engine since the generated power depends on the capability of a large mass flow at intake manifolds. In order to achieve the large mass flow during the suction stroke, a Helmholtz resonator which consists of a large cavity and duct with small diameter is widely used in current internal combustion engines. In a similar manner, the characteristic of suction flow has a great effect on the flow rate performance of the positive displacement type pump since discharging flow rate depends on the capability of circulating the working fluid as shown in Figure 2-32. Figure 2-37 shows the simplified representation of a suction flow side to explain the Helmholtz resonator. It is no doubt that the chamber on the low pressure side of the double acting hydraulic cylinder could be acted as the Helmholtz resonator if the suction side is connected to the double-acting hydraulic cylinder for oil reservoir [Kinsler et al., 2000]. As a result, the behaviors of this resonator will affect the suction flow. It often causes the sudden drop of discharged flow rate at certain frequency ranges.

---

Figure 2-37: Simplified representation of suction flow side
The equivalent lumped model is developed to identify the sharp dropping frequency, focusing on the only simplified suction flow side in the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuation system as shown in Figure 2-38.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2-38: Equivalent lumped system model for simplified suction flow side

The governing equation for this lumped model can be written as follows:

\[ m_1 \ddot{x}_1 + b_1 \dot{x}_1 + k_1 x_1 + b_2 (\dot{x}_1 - \dot{x}_2) + k_2 (x_1 - x_2) = 0 \]

(2.33)

\[ m_2 \ddot{x}_2 + b_2 (\dot{x}_2 - \dot{x}_1) + k_2 (x_2 - x_1) = F \sin \omega t \]

where \( m_1 \) is the fluid mass in suction pipe, \( m_2 \) is the mass of diaphragm with stiffener, \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) represent the hydraulic spring rate of the Helmholtz resonator and pumping chamber, respectively. Taking the Laplace transform of Eq. 2.33 results in following frequency response function of the exciting force to the velocity (flow rate).

\[ \frac{V_1(s)}{F(s)} = \frac{b_2 s^2 + k_2 s}{a_4 s^4 + a_3 s^3 + a_2 s^2 + a_1 s + a_0} \]

(2.34)

where \( V_1(s) \) represents the velocity of fluid \( (\dot{x}_1) \), \( F(s) \) represents the exciting actuation force, \( s = j\omega \) and
\begin{align*}
  a_4 &= m_1m_2 \\
  a_3 &= m_1b_2 + b_1m_2 + b_2m_2 \\
  a_2 &= m_1k_2 + b_1b_2 + k_1m_2 + k_2m_2 \\
  a_1 &= b_1k_2 + k_1b_2 \\
  a_0 &= k_1k_2 \\
\end{align*}

The four-pole system in Eq. 2.34 possesses two resonant frequencies, \( \omega_{n_1} \) and \( \omega_{n_2} > \omega_{n_1} \) that are related to the natural frequency of pumping chamber with diaphragm and the Helmholtz resonator frequency, respectively. The \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) can be rewritten from the definition of the hydraulic spring rate shown in Eq. 2.20:

\[ k_1 = \frac{\beta_e \cdot A_1}{h_1}, \quad k_2 = \frac{\beta_e \cdot A_2}{h_2} \]  

(2.36)

where \( A_1, A_2 \) and \( h_1, h_2 \) are the diameter and height of the two fluid cavities, \( \beta_e \) is the fluid effective bulk modulus (0.3 MPa), as described in Figure 2-38. It is clear that hydraulic spring rates are introduced from the time-varying compliance of a working fluid. However, they can be treated as constant because the portion of volume change on the compliance is so small. Then, they can be main parameters for tuning of the resonance frequency. To identify the effect of different hydraulic spring rate, the flow rates are compared with respect to two different ram areas of the hydraulic cylinder (\( A_2 \)), 38 mm and 50 mm, respectively, as shown in Figure 2-39. The frequency response function for Helmholtz resonator is simulated with respect to different cylinder sizes in Figure 2-40. As the diameter of hydraulic cylinder is changed from 38 mm into 50 mm, the first peak frequency is shifted from the 170 Hz into higher ranges (above 220 Hz). The second resonance frequency associated with pumping chamber is also identified to the 2 kHz, as
described in Figure 2-25. Dimensions for simulation are listed in Table 2-3. Experimental results also indicate the shift of the peak frequency from 175 Hz into the 220 Hz. From this result, it is concluded that the exciting force will be absorbed between two resonance frequency (200 Hz to 2 kHz), which leads to the flow rate drop.

Table 2-3: Dimensions for the simulation of the Helmholtz resonator effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Value (SI unit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m_2$</td>
<td>Diaphragm mass (including stiffener)</td>
<td>0.02 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_1$</td>
<td>Fluid mass</td>
<td>0.017 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_1$</td>
<td>Cylinder bore diameter</td>
<td>0.038 m and 0.05 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_1$</td>
<td>Cylinder height</td>
<td>0.03 and 0.01 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_2$</td>
<td>Diaphragm diameter</td>
<td>0.054 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_2$</td>
<td>Chamber height</td>
<td>0.003 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_1, b_2$</td>
<td>Damping constant</td>
<td>0.2 (assumed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2-39: Different Helmholtz cavities of hydraulic cylinders
Figure 2-40: Simulated frequency responses with respect to different bore sizes

Figure 2-41: Measured flow rate curves as a function of driving frequency with respect to different bore sizes (0.55 MPa accumulator pressure, 120 Volt)
2.4.3 Dead-head Pressure and Resolution

Typically, the generated maximum actuation pressure can be evaluated by the dead-head pressure in pump applications. As shown in Figure 2-42, dead-head pressure is defined by the pressure difference between initial accumulator pressure and generated actuation pressure (RMS) at zero flow rate (i.e., blocking of piston). The dead-head pressure is developed during the outlet reed valve opening, while pumping (PZT on). This pressure will keep remaining due to the sealing of reed valve while PZT off. As a result, generated actuation pressure will be fluctuated, which in turn result in fine pressure ripple to be minimized for control applications.

Figure 2-42: Definition of dead-head pressure and actuation pressure (100 Hz)
2.4.3.1 Effect of Effective Bulk Modulus

The dead-head pressure can be increased by using higher effective bulk modulus because dead-head pressure will be depending on the amplitude of the oscillating pumping pressure, as illustrated in Figure 2-42. The amplitude of pumping pressure can be explained from the pressure-rise rate equation as follows:

\[ \dot{P} = \frac{1}{C} (Q_o - Q_i - A\dot{x}) \]  

(2.37)

where \( C \) represents the hydraulic compliance (capacitance), which is defined as:

\[ C = \frac{(V_o + A\beta x)}{\beta_e} \]  

(2.38)

where \( \beta_e \) is the fluid effective bulk modulus, \( V_o \) is initial control volume, \( A \) is ram area of cylinder and \( x \) is stroke of PZT stack. One of the feasible methods to make lower hydraulic compliance is to make higher effective bulk modulus. It is confirmed that the effective bulk modulus can be increased through the increasing of the initial accumulator pressure. Due to this useful fluid property, the improvements of the dead-head pressure are achieved using higher accumulator pressures. The example of comparison results with respect to different accumulator pressures are plotted in Figure 2-43. The maximum pressure difference (i.e., dead head pressure) is approximately 0.15 MPa when the initial accumulator pressure is about 0.65 MPa. This pressure difference becomes larger (0.3 MPa) as increasing the initial accumulator pressure (0.72 MPa). From this comparison, it is recognized that the measured pressure difference depends on the initial pressure of the accumulator. However, this approach possesses the technical limitations such as the
more leakage flow due to the higher pressure. The stroke of the PZT stack also will be reduced with much higher pressure loads.

Another possible method to increase the effective bulk modulus is to utilize the different working fluid that has higher effective bulk modulus. As described in the Figure 2-25, the effective bulk modulus of Hydrolubric oil is higher than that of automatic transmission fluid (ATF). As a result, dead-head pressure using Hydrolubric oil turned out to be higher, as shown in Figure 2-44.

Figure 2-43: Dead-head pressures with respect to different accumulator pressures (120 V, 60 Hz)
2.4.3.2 Effect of Reed Valve Characteristics

Another practical way to improve the dead-head pressure is to utilize the reed valve characteristics. The amplitude of the pumping pressure will be pressure difference for the ideal one-way action. In actual situation, however, pressure difference becomes lower than the amplitude of the pumping pressure because of the reed opening duration and the leakage flow toward reverse direction, as shown in Figure 2-42. Therefore, the quick closing motion of reed and improved sealing performance are required to resolve this problem resulting from the passive type reed valve. This drawback can be compensated via the active reed valve using active material such as piezoelectric

![Graph](image)

**Figure 2-44:** Dead-head pressures with respect to working fluids with different effective bulk modulus (120 V, 200 Hz)
transducer [Tan et al., 2005]. However, such an additional active valve system adversely influences the cost-effectiveness and the benefits of high power density. The other feasible method to adjust the reed valve open timing without active valve is using different pulse width of TTL pulse. The example of TTL pulse (100 Hz) is illustrated in Figure 2-45. In general, the pulse width of TTL pulse is defined as following duty ratio:

\[
Duty\;ratio = \frac{t_p}{T_p} \times 100\% \tag{2.39}
\]

where \(T_p\) is the period time and \(t_p\) is the pulse duration time. As a result, duration time of reed valve opening can be easily adjusted by changing the pulse duration time.

![Figure 2-45: Definition of duty ratio of TTL pulse input voltage](image)

Figure 2-45 shows the dead-head pressure with respect to different duty ratios. The duty ratio of 60 % shows the largest pressure difference (i.e., dead-head pressure). It is self-evident that open duration time of reed valve affects the amplitude of dead-head pressure.
The other simple alternative way to compensate the valve timing is to change the properties of reed valve such as stiffness. One feasible way is to replace the material of reed valve from spring steel to carbon fiber, which features more responsive due to the light weight. The leakage flow also can be reduced due to the higher stiffness and fine roughness. As shown in Figure 2-47, new reed valves are assembled by using thin carbon fiber sheet (t=0.3mm), which is widely used in two cycle combustion engine. In the case of the carbon fiber reeds, valve opening interval becomes shorter than spring steel due to the larger restoring force. Figure 2-48 shows the dead-head pressures with respect to two reed valves. Dead-head pressure for carbon fiber reeds is higher than that of spring steel reeds. However, pressure ripple becomes more evident. Experimental
results show that reed valve characteristic significantly affects the amplitude of dead-head pressure and pressure ripple.

Figure 2-47: Photograph of new reed valve assemble using carbon fiber sheet

Figure 2-48: Dead-head pressures with respect to different reed valves: 0.65 MPa accumulator pressure, 100Hz, 120 Volt
In addition, the minimization of the compliance loss in the pumping chamber can be one of the most effective ways to improve the amplitude of pumping pressures. Pumping chamber volume ($V_o$) in the fluid compliance ($C$) is designed as small as possible. In this research, the pumping height is designed as 1 mm based on the previous CFD analysis [John et al., 2006].

2.4.4 Summary of Actuator Performance

As summarized in Figure 2-49, fill time of 0.3 second corresponding to flow rate of 20 cc/s and maximum actuation pressure of 0.48 MPa are achieved. Prototype PHP actuator can satisfy the performance requirement for AT shift application.

---

Figure 2-49: Achieved required performances: max. dead-head pressure and flow rate (0.7 MPa accumulator pressure, 145 Volt)
The performance of actuation system can be also summarized by plotting the actuation pressure versus flow rate, as shown in Figure 2-50. Then, the interception pressure in y-axis represents the deadhead pressure. Also, the interception in x-axis stands for the no-load flow rate. The output power can be calculated by using the definition of power and Eq. 2.29.

\[ Power = F \cdot \dot{x} = (P_i \cdot A_i) \frac{Q_i}{A_i} = P_i \cdot Q_i \]

where \( P_i \) is the actuation pressure, \( Q_i \) is the flow rate. The maximum output power corresponding to impedance matching line is approximately calculated by 3 Watt at the interception point between actuation line for 145 Volt and impedance matching load line.

---

Figure 2-50: Actuator characteristic curve of piezoelectric-hydraulic pump actuator (120 Volt, 200 Hz and 0.55 MPa accumulator pressure)
2.5 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, the development of a piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuator for applying into the shift control of automatic transmissions is presented. Its fundamental performances, flow rate and dead-head pressure, are then evaluated through a series of experiments and the theoretical analysis. In Section 2.2, the design of components and fabrication of the prototype piezoelectric-hydraulic pump actuator are described in detail. The compact, light, and self-contained prototype actuator is designed by utilizing the optimized hardware configuration and the miniature gas accumulator. To predict the self-induced temperature rise of the PZT stack transducer, the piezoelectric impedance model is derived. The effective bulk modulus of working fluid is characterized to be used in the simulation and performance analysis in Section 2.3. In addition, using the derived piezoelectric impedance model, a new online monitoring method of the fluid effective bulk modulus is developed in this research. In Section 2.4, the flow rate performance is measured and enhanced by design modifications. The reason for dropping of flow rate around 180 Hz is identified by introducing the Helmholtz resonator concept. Flow rate requirement (20 cc/s) corresponding to the fill time (0.3 second) for current band brake of automatic transmissions is achieved by shifting of peak frequency caused by the Helmholtz resonance. The maximum dead-head pressure of 0.45 MPa also is nearly achieved by using the useful property of working fluid and the characteristic of reed valves.

One of the main features of prototype PHP actuator is that we can successfully mount it onto the transmission without any additional devices due to the stand-alone
structure and compactness. Performance evaluation results also indicate that the performance of the new piezoelectric-hydraulic pump actuator is adequate to apply for AT shift control.
Chapter 3

Nonlinear Force Tracking Control of Piezoelectric-Hydraulic Pump Actuator

With the promising design of the PHP-based actuator, the goal of the research presented in this chapter is to develop a controller that can effectively control the new actuator so that the required output force (pressure) profile can be generated to guarantee a smooth and reliable shift. The major challenge here is that the PHP-based actuator is highly nonlinear and thus difficult to control with traditional approaches. The technical objective is therefore to synthesize an effective nonlinear control law that can command the piezoelectric stack actuation so that the pump actuator can track a certain force profile and actuate the band brake for AT shift control. First of all, several control issues on the actuation force control systems are briefly discussed in Section 3.1. To achieve the research goal, a model of the PHP-based actuator is developed and presented in Section 3.2, and a switching sliding mode controller is synthesized based on the derived model and sliding mode theory (Section 3.3). The actuator and controller are implemented experimentally in a lab environment to validate the analytical predictions and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed concept (Section 3.4). Effort to compensate for the effect of friction force in the hydraulic cylinder is presented (Section 3.5).
3.1 Control Issues in Piezoelectric-Hydraulic Pump Actuator

3.1.1 Force Control vs. Position Control

In the PHP actuator, the final force generating element for engaging the AT friction elements is a hydraulic cylinder, which is widely used in many control applications since it features high power density, high stiffness and fast response. The main control objective is to track the desired actuation force. Most of the research efforts on hydraulic cylinder control have been focused on position regulation and tracking based on the classical linear control or adaptive control theories. Over the past several decades, only a few studies explicitly considered the force tracking problem. The main reason for this is due to the challenging interaction problem between the actuator dynamics and the inherent nonlinear dynamics of the hydraulic cylinder system. Using a linearized model derived from the original nonlinear system and frequency domain analysis, it was recognized that zeros exist in the transfer function from the control input for the control valves to the actuation force output [Alleyne et al., 1998]. These zeros resulted from actuator dynamics in turn can be canceled out by poles in the transfer function from the force to the position of the actuation system if the output of interest is the position (displacement), as shown in Figure 3-1. If these zeros are lightly damped in actuation system and they appear at relatively low frequency (within 10 Hz), it is difficult to design a controller to achieve high bandwidth force tracking performance [McCloy, 1980].
These facts have led to the use of more advanced control theory for hydraulic actuation force control. For example, an adaptive force control method was developed by Alleyne [1999] for active suspensions based on a Lyapunov based adaptive law. Other Lyapunov based nonlinear controllers were proposed by Sohl [1999] and Niksefat et al. [2001]. In these controls, both position and velocity measurements are required, which is a relatively expensive system and not commonly used in practical applications with harsh environments, such as in automotive AT. In addition, since an on-site force transducer is not practical to be implemented in the AT, the force tracking control will end up becoming a pressure tracking problem, where the performance may not be good due to the low resolution of the pressure transducer or inaccuracy of the force calculation.

3.1.2 Continuous Input vs. Discrete Input

Many control systems require a pulse modulating block between a controller and a plant block, as shown in Figure 3-2. Some control systems (e.g., the thruster control...
system for the attitude control of a spacecraft) use a discrete on-off signal ($u$), while the controller produces a continuous desired torque signal ($r$). It is necessary to convert the continuous control input signal from the controller to a modulated pulse signal. Likewise, for the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuators, the applied voltage to the PZT stack transducer should be a discrete pulse signal by nature. Hence, a continuous control signal should be converted into a frequency modulated pulse stream that is proportional to the level of flow rate command, which implies that the averaging level of pulse input is equivalent to the continuous input command. However, since the controller is generally designed without a pulse modulator, the exact averaging model is required for converting and this *ad-hoc* approach often makes the system unstable since it may be subject to self-sustained oscillation (i.e., limit cycles) due to the nonlinearities of the given system.

---

Figure 3-2: Block diagram of standard closed-loop system with pulse modulator

Another approach is to design the controller without a pulse modulation system based on the discrete control input system. Only limited amount of research, however, has considered the direct closed-loop control with discrete control input because it is difficult to guarantee stability and robustness in the discrete input system, while the pulse
width modulated electro-magnetic type valves are common actuators driven by the
discrete input signal [Shen et al., 2006]. Hence, in order to utilize the piezoelectric-
hydraulic pump as a force actuator, this issue should be fully addressed by either reliably
converting the continuous control input or using a direct controller design to produce a
discrete control input.

3.1.3 Actuation Force Response Delay

As noted in Chapter 1, electro-hydraulic actuation systems for friction elements
show the inherent delay time in pressure response due to the fill process. In many
investigations, this dynamics has been characterized as second order filter and the
transport lag between the commanded pressure and actuated pressure based on
experimental results [Yoon et al., 1997 and Wang et al., 2001]:

\[
\frac{P_{\text{actuate}}}{P_{\text{command}}} = \frac{e^{-\tau_s s}}{(1 + \tau_1 s)(1 + \tau_2 s)} \tag{3.1}
\]

This simple linear model is, however, valid only for limited conditions due to
uncertainties and nonlinearities. It is also suitable for only frequency domain based
control. Another approach is to separate the control methods according to each stage.
Then, discontinuity resulting from the switching control law has to be considered for
stability analysis.
3.2 System Model

To design the controller, a system model of the PHP actuator integrating with the friction element is first developed. The complete PHP actuator integrated with friction element mainly consists of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump and the double-acting hydraulic cylinder with external loads, as depicted in Figure 3-3.

3.2.1 Dynamic Modeling

The governing equation of the cylinder piston can be expressed by the force balance equation using Newton’s second law as follows:

\[ m \ddot{x} = F_a - F_e - F_f \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where \( F_f \) is the friction force between the piston and the cylinder, \( F_e \) is the load from the band brake, \( x \) represents the displacement of the piston and \( m \) is the effective mass of the cylinder with the piston rod, \( F_a \) represents the actuation force, which is the force difference between the two pressures sides in the hydraulic cylinder.

\[ F_a = A_1 P_1 - A_2 P_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

where \( P_1 \) is actuation pressure to be controlled, and \( P_2 \) is accumulator pressure to be constant. To represent the stroke \( (x) \), the second spring constant \( (k_2) \) with a small additional stroke (about 0.5 mm) is introduced to emulate the band brake, for the actual band brake can be slightly deformed due to the band elongation and the compression of a friction pad. The piston will be nearly stopped due to the solid state of the second spring.
after entire stroking (i.e., fully compressed). During the fill (stroking) stage, the external force is largely due to the return spring force with low stiffness. After the fill stage, the external load is mainly dominated by the reaction force of the band brake.

\[
F_e = \begin{cases} 
  k_1(x + x_o) + c_1\dot{x} & \text{if } x \leq x_s \\
  k_1(x + x_o) + k_2(x - x_s) + (c_1 + c_2)\dot{x} & \text{if } x > x_s 
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.4)

where \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are the spring constant of return spring and band brake, respectively. \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are the damping constant of return spring and band brake, respectively. \( x_o \) and \( x_s \) represent the pre-loaded length and dead stroke.

---

**Figure 3-3: Schematic diagram of band brake actuation system**
The actuation pressure is governed by the following pressure-rise rate (i.e., continuity) equation [Manring, 2005].

\[
P_t = \frac{1}{C}(Q_o - A_i\dot{x} - Q_i) = \frac{\beta_e}{(V_o + A_i x)}(Q_o - A_i\dot{x} - Q_i)
\] (3.5)

where \(\beta_e\) is the effective bulk modulus, \(V_o\) is the control volume of the high pressure (head) side, and \(A_i\) is the ram (effective) area of the double-acting cylinder. \(x\) and \(\dot{x}\) represent the displacement and velocity of the piston, respectively. Note that \(C\) in Eq. 3.5 represents the hydraulic compliance, which is a key parameter for determining transient response time. The accumulator pressure \((P_2)\) of the rod side is assumed to be constant in this study. \(Q_o\) is outlet (discharging) flow rate, \(Q_i\) denotes the leakage flow rate across the cylinder piston and outlet reed valve, respectively. These flow rates can be determined by following the orifice equation

\[
Q = \text{sgn}(\Delta P) \cdot C_o A_o \sqrt{\frac{2|\Delta P|}{\rho_o}}
\] (3.6)

where \(C_o\) is the discharging flow coefficient, \(A_o\) is the orifice area, \(\Delta P\) is the pressure difference between up-stream and down-stream. In order to specify the outlet flow rate, the pumping pressure \((P_p)\) of PHP is introduced by the continuity equation of the pumping chamber as follows:

\[
P_p = \frac{\beta_e}{(V_p + A_p x_p)}(Q_o - Q_i - A_p \dot{x}_p)
\] (3.7)
where \( V_c \) is the pumping chamber volume, \( x_p \) and \( \dot{x}_p \) are the displacement (stroke) and velocity of PZT stack, respectively. \( A_p \) is the area of diaphragm, \( Q_i \) is the inlet (suction) flow rate. Once the pumping pressure is generated by stroking the PZT stack transducer, the outlet flow rate and the inlet flow rate through the two reed valves can be expressed by the orifice equations as follows:

\[
Q_o = C_d w x_R \frac{2}{\rho_c} \sqrt{P_p - P_c}, x_R = \begin{cases} x_R & \text{if } x_R \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } x_R < 0 \end{cases} \tag{3.8}
\]

\[
Q_i = C_d w x_R \frac{2}{\rho_c} \sqrt{P_2 - P_c}, x_R = \begin{cases} x_R & \text{if } x_R \leq 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } x_R > 0 \end{cases} \tag{3.9}
\]

where \( w \) is the orifice area gradient and \( x_R \) represents the opening displacement of the reed valve. As shown in Figure 3-4, due to the one-way valve action, the backward flow is zero during discharging or suction, which leads to the elimination of the sign function that can be seen in Eq. 3.6.

---

Figure 3-4: 1-DOF lumped parameter model for reed valve
The continuous dynamics PZT stack can be reduced into a single degree of freedom system by considering the only first mode shape, since the nominal operational frequency ranges (200 Hz) is much lower than the first natural frequency of the PZT stack used (e.g., about 20 kHz). Based on this assumption, the expression for the generalized displacement of the PZT stack is given by following equation [Oates et al., 2001]

\[ m_p \ddot{x}_p + c_p \dot{x}_p + k_p x_p = n \cdot k_p \cdot d_{33} V_i(f) - P_p \cdot A_p \]  

(3.10)

where \( d_{33} \) is the piezoelectric coupling coefficient, \( V_i(f) \) is the input voltage, \( n \) is the number of stack layers and \( m_p, c_p \) are the effective mass, damping constant of the PZT stack, respectively. \( k_p \) is the effective stiffness of PZT stack that can be derived from the linear constitutive law of the piezoelectric material.

For the reed valve opening \((x_R)\) in Eq. 3.8 and Eq. 3.9, the reed dynamics is also simplified as a single degree of freedom lumped model based on the fact that the first natural frequency of cantilever type reed valve in air is estimated to be 390 Hz. Since the nominal operational frequency (150 Hz to 200 Hz) is lower than the bandwidth of reed and will not excite the higher order modes of the reed valve, the governing equations of the reed opening displacements becomes

\[ m_R \ddot{x}_R + c_R \dot{x}_R + k_R x_R = A_R \Delta P \]  

(3.11)

where \( A_R \Delta P \) is cracking force, \( m_R, c_R, k_R \), and \( A_R \) represent the effective mass, damping constant and the effective stiffness, and the orifice (\( \phi \) 3mm) area of the reed valve, respectively. With this approximation, reed valve can be modeled as a check ball valve,
which has narrow bandwidth, as shown in Figure 3-5. This check valve model can be
further simplified since the opening displacement of reed is limited due to the stopper to
prevent the excessive deformation, which will affect the fatigue limit of spring steel
reeds. In other words, it is nearly fast binary motion with fully opening of about 2 mm to
be neglected the transient dynamics of reeds.

\[ x_r = K_r \Delta P \]  

(3.12)

where \( K_r \) is the opening gain. This assumption can be verified with experimental result.

As expected, measured flow rate shown in Chapter 2 shows the good linearity with
driving frequency, which implies that orifice opening area of reed valve must be constant
in the low frequency range (below 200 Hz) due to the fully opening. As a result, this reed
valve is a passive valve, since the valve opening displacement cannot be controlled, as
opposed to conventional hydraulic control valves. Like PWM solenoid valve system,
only the total valve opening time can be modulated through the pulse frequency.
3.2.2 Open-loop Control Responses

Based on the derived governing equations, open-loop control response is simulated and compared with experimental results to validate the derived system model. Simulink® is used to simulate the open-loop responses of the overall system, as shown in Figure 3-5. It consists of three main blocks: PZT stack transducer, piezoelectric-hydraulic pump, and hydraulic cylinder. The piezoelectric-hydraulic pump block also consists of pumping chamber and two reed valves. The simulation parameters and required dimensions are listed in Table 3-1.

![Simulink model for simulation of open-loop control responses](image)

In order to evaluate the time delay (i.e., fill time) and maximum pressure difference (i.e., available actuation force), step responses are examined. Figure 3-6 shows the simulation results for open-loop step responses. When the maximum step input (120 Voltage, 200 Hz) is applied around one second, the fill time for a 4 mm stroke turned out to be 0.32 second. Also, the generated maximum pressure difference 0.33 MPa is sufficient for shift control in the current AT.
Experimental results for the open-loop step response are shown in Figure 3-7. The pressure difference is 0.35 MPa and the fill time is 0.3 seconds. The experimental results are in good agreement with the simulation results, although there are some differences due to the uncertainties in the reed valves. From this comparison, the effectiveness of the system model is validated.

Figure 3-6: Simulation results of the open-loop step response to piezoelectric-hydraulic pump actuator
Figure 3-7: Experimental results of open-loop step response to piezoelectric-hydraulic pump actuator
3.3 Control Law Design

For controller design, the stick-slip friction force \( F_f \) in Eq. 3.2 and the leakage flow across the piston \( Q_l \) in Eq. 3.5 are assumed to be negligible, since the effect of the pre-charge using an accumulator can reduce the friction force in the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuator [Nassar et al., 2000]. Moreover, the tight o-ring is replaced with a low friction U-cup seal, which is designed for superior sealing performance with minimal friction. The pumping pressure rise dynamics (i.e., Eq. 3.7) is neglected because the control action is performed at the only steady state. Next, while the pumping pressure is oscillating due to the pulse operation of pump, as shown in Figure 3-8, only the discharging flow rate is considered in this research by neglecting the suction flow rate for the controller design since the control action is only performed while discharging.

![Figure 3-8: Alternating wave patterns for the pumping pressure (100Hz)](image-url)
The pumping pressure is derived by taking the RMS averaging value for discharging pulse (i.e., upper part) based on the aforementioned assumption and is viewed as the supply pressure. This pumping pressure is mainly proportional to the stroke of the PZT stack \( (x_p) \) in Eq. 3.7 under the same accumulator pressure. Since the response time of a multi-layered (co-fired) type PZT stack transducer used in this thesis research (approximately 200 \( \mu \)sec for square pulse of 200 V [Yury et al., 2007]) is much shorter than the pulse duration time of the operating frequency, the governing equation for the PZT stack shown in Eq. 3.10 can be simplified as the static by neglecting the transient characteristics of the PZT stack and the pressure pre-load, which is much smaller than induced block force of PZT stack

\[
x_p = K_p V_i(f)
\]  

(3.13)

Substituting Eq. 3.13 into Eq. 3.12, the opening displacement of the inlet reed valve can be treated as the control input

\[
x_r = K_r \cdot K_c x_p = K_r K_c K_p V_i(f) = K_g V_i(f)
\]  

(3.14)

where \( V_i(f) \) is the control input voltage pulse (120 Volt with frequency \( f_c \)), and \( K_g \) is the final control gain. By introducing these assumptions, the final governing equations for the designing of the controller can be expressed as following state equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_2 \\
\dot{x}_2 &= \frac{1}{m} (F_u - F_e) \\
\dot{x}_3 &= \frac{\beta r}{(V_o + A_i x_t)} \left[ G_c \sqrt{P_p - x_3 \cdot V_i(f)} - Q_i - A_i x_2 \right]
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.15)
where \( x_1 \) is the cylinder displacement (stroke), \( x_2 \) is the cylinder velocity, \( x_3 \) is the actuation pressure (\( P_i \)), \( G_c = C_d w \sqrt{\frac{2}{\rho}} K_g \) is the control flow gain, and \( Q_l \) is the leakage flow rate in the outlet reed valve, which is zero while discharging. Since the output of interest here is the actuation force, the output is \( y = A_x x_3 - A_z P_2 \) from Eq. 3.3. Governing equation (Eq. 3.15) also indicates that the control input \( (V_i(t)) \) appears explicitly in the output (zero relative degree). Based on this system model, two separate controllers are designed for two governing motions of actuator, during the fill and actuation stage.

3.3.1 Fill Stage \( (x \leq x_s) \)

During the fill stage, open-loop Bang-Bang control is utilized based on the concept of minimum time control resulting from the shortest fill time requirement.

\[
J = \int_{t_0}^{t_f} dt = t_f
\]

subject to \( u_{\text{min}} \leq u(t) \leq u_{\text{max}} \)  \( (3.16) \)

Application of the Pontryagin’s minimum principle leads to following open-loop fill solution, which is to apply the maximum flow rate until the end of fill.

\[
V_i = V_i(f_{\text{max}}).
\]  \( (3.17) \)

The maximum pulse frequency \( (f_{\text{max}}) \) for maximum desired fill volume can be calculated based on the open-loop experimental results. Hence, time-based open-loop control can be adopted during the fill stage.
3.3.2 Actuation Stage \((x > x_s)\)

In order to develop the nonlinear force tracking control law during the actuation stage, a sliding mode controller is proposed.

\[
u = u_{eq} + u_{\text{switching}}
\]

(3.18)

where \(u_{eq}\) is the equivalent feedback control input to reach the state on the sliding surface and \(u_{\text{switching}}\) is the discontinuous control input to keep the state on the sliding surface ensuring the robustness. Unlike the standard tacking control problem, equivalent control input term, however, can be ruled out for AT shift control since initial state (i.e., initial force) is always coincident with the desired reference trajectory, as shown in Figure 3-9.

![Figure 3-9: Graphical interpretation of two tracking control problems](image)

Figure 3-9: Graphical interpretation of two tracking control problems

Now, define the sliding surface for the derived system model \((n = 3)\).

\[
s = \left( \frac{d}{dt} + \lambda \right)^{n-1} \cdot e = \ddot{e} + 2\lambda \dot{e} + \lambda^2 e
\]

(3.19)

where \(e\) is a force tracking error between the desired actuation force \((F_d)\) and the actual actuation force (i.e., \(e = F_d - F_a\)), and \(\lambda\) is the strictly positive constant. This controller
design requires many differentiation operators, which is impractical in controller implementation. This difficulty can be reduced using a reduced order sliding surface \((s = e)\) with only the third equation of Eq. 3.15 based on the fact that the control input \((V'(f))\) appears explicitly in the output state (zero relative degree). Once the PHP actuator generates the sufficient control flow rate \((Q_c)\) satisfying the sliding mode condition, the tracking error can be converging along the sliding surface by the discontinuous control law (switching control law)

\[
u_{\text{switching}} = \text{sign}(s).
\] (3.20)

This simple but effective controller can be interpreted physically by defining that the sliding surface is the tracking error. As illustrating in Figure 3-10, if the actual force is lower than the desired actuation force \((e > 0)\), it is clear that the actual force will be raised by increasing actuation pressure through the supplied flow rate \((Q_c)\). If the actual force is higher than the desired force \((e < 0)\), the actual force will be slightly dropped due to the leakage flow in the outlet reed valve. As a result, the actual force can track the desired force between two control modes, which are known as the ‘sliding mode’.

\[\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(a) \quad & F_d - F_a > 0 \\
(b) \quad & F_d - F_a < 0 
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3-10: Physical interpretation of switching control action
The advantages of this switching controller are such that it does not require not only
cylinder position and velocity feedback but also much gain tuning. An additional
advantage of this switching controller is the elimination of the pulse frequency
modulation (in short, PFM), which is typically required to convert the designed
continuous control input into pulse input. For example, the Lyapunov-based nonlinear
controller has been used for designing a continuous control input [Sohl, 1999]. In a
similar manner, the control law for piezoelectric-hydraulic pump actuator can be
designed using the Lyapunov direct method.

In fact, this continuous control input is identical to the equivalent feedback input of
sliding mode controller. It needs to be converted into the pulse signal to drive the piezo-
hydraulic pump through the pulse frequency modulation. Furthermore, the controller
requires the position \( x \) and velocity of piston \( \dot{x} \) information in addition to pressure.
Many nonlinear controllers with continuous control input have been reported using
nonlinear, adaptive and robust control theory. Critical implementation issue of these
controllers is the requirement of full state feedback \( x, \dot{x}, \) and \( P_i \). This is not cost-
effective and impractical for AT shift control. In addition, since the signal condition of
all state variables is affected by noise due to pulse modulation, the tracking performance
is also degraded. In order to implement this switching control input for pulse-driven PHP
actuator, simple modulating scheme is needed such that the PHP actuator will possess
aforementioned switching modes;

\[
Q_e = \frac{V_o + A_1 x}{A_2 \beta} \left[ \dot{f}_o + k_2 e + \dot{x} \left( \frac{A_2^2 \beta}{V_o + A_1 x} \right) \right]
\] (3.21)
3.3.3 Sliding Mode Condition

Once the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump generates sufficient controlled flow rate ($Q_c$), the tracking error can be asymptotically converged along $s = 0$. This convergence ability of the force tracking error during the actuation stage should be proven mathematically. If the actuation force trajectory is assumed to be a differentiable function, the derivative of actuation force defined in Eq. 3.3 yields the following equation since accumulator pressure ($P_2$) is constant.

$$
\dot{F}_a' = A_i \dot{P}_1 - A_2 \dot{P}_2' = A_i \dot{P}_1
$$

(3.23)

By denoting control flow rate $Q_c (= G_e \sqrt{P_p - x_3 \cdot V_i(f)})$ and substituting Eq. 3.15 into Eq. 3.23 yields:

$$
\dot{F}_a' = A_i \left[ \frac{\beta_e}{(V_o + A_i x)} (Q_c - Q - A_i \dot{x}) \right]
$$

(3.24)

Based on Eq. 3.22, Eq. 3.24 can be re-written as follows:

$$
\dot{F}_a' = \begin{cases} 
\frac{-A_i^2 \beta_e}{(V_o + A_i x)} \dot{x} + \frac{A_i \beta_e}{V_o + A_i x} Q_c = -A_i \alpha \dot{x} + \alpha Q_c, & u = +1, \\
\frac{-A_i^2 \beta_e}{(V_o + A_i x)} \dot{x} - \frac{A_i \beta_e}{V_o + A_i x} Q = -A_i \alpha \dot{x} - \alpha Q, & u = -1.
\end{cases}
$$

(3.25)

where $\alpha$ is positive parameters defined as follows:
\[ \alpha = \frac{A_i \beta_c}{(V_a + A_i x)} \] (3.26)

We also define the following Lyapunov function:

\[ V = \frac{1}{2} s^2 \] (3.27)

The sliding surface \( s = 0 \) is reached within a finite time when the following sliding condition for the positive constant \( \eta \) is satisfied [Slotine, 1991].

\[ s\dot{s} \leq -\eta |s| \] (3.28)

From Eq. 3.23, the derivative of the sliding surface becomes

\[ \dot{s} = \dot{F}_d - A_i \dot{P}_1 \] (3.29)

Substituting Eq. 3.29 and Eq. 3.19 into Eq. 3.28 results in the following equations:

\[ s\dot{s} = \begin{cases} s\left(-\alpha Q_c + A_i \alpha \dot{x} + \dot{F}_d\right), & u = +1, \\ s\left(\alpha Q_t + A_i \alpha \dot{x} + \dot{F}_d\right), & u = -1. \end{cases} \] (3.30)

Next, assume that the bounded \( \alpha, Q_c, Q_t \), and \( \dot{F}_d \) can be chosen for a given positive \( \eta \) such that

\[ \alpha Q_t + A_i \alpha \dot{x} + \dot{F}_d > \eta \] (3.31)

\[ -\alpha Q_c + A_i \alpha \dot{x} + \dot{F}_d < -\eta. \] (3.32)

Then, if \( s < 0 \) (i.e., \( u = \text{sign}(s) = -1 \)), the following condition can be always true from Eq. 3.30 and Eq. 3.31.

\[ s(\alpha Q_t + A_i \alpha \dot{x} + \dot{F}_d) < \eta s < 0. \] (3.33)
Also, if $s > 0$ (i.e., $u = \text{sign}(s) = +1$), this condition becomes.

$$s(-\alpha Q_e + A_4 \alpha \dot{x} + \dot{F}_d) < -\eta s < 0.$$  \hfill (3.34)

In both cases, the sliding condition (Eq. 3.28) is always satisfied.

It can be shown that $\alpha, Q_t, \dot{x},$ and $\dot{F}_d$ are explicitly bounded to satisfy the sliding condition. First, note that the derivative of reference force ($\dot{F}_d$) consists of only positive gradients since the negative slope tracking control is generally not required in AT shift control. Since $I$ can design $F_d(t)$ with the finite Lipschitz constant $K$ such that $0 < |\dot{F}_d(t)| \leq K < \infty$ on the control time interval $[t_1, t_2]$, $F_d(t)$ must be Lipschitz continuous, which implies that the derivative of $X(t)$ is bounded with positive Lipschitz constant $K$ defined as

$$\frac{|X(t_2) - X(t_1)|}{t_2 - t_1} \leq K \quad \text{for } t_1 < t_2.$$  \hfill (3.35)

Since and the stroke of the hydraulic cylinder is also physically limited (i.e., $x_0 \leq x(t) \leq x_f$) and and the stroke is changed smoothly after contacting the second spring (band brake), by the same token, it must be Lipschitz continuous function during the control interval.
Next, the ram area of hydraulic cylinder and control volume must be a finite value due to the design constraint. The effective bulk modulus in hydraulic compliance, however, has uncertainties due to the pressure variation and uncertain entrapped air, as shown in Figure 3-12 [Watson, 1989].

\[
\beta_{\min} \leq \beta_e(t) \leq \beta_{\max}
\]  

(3.36)

Hence, parameter \(\alpha\) can be bounded by following expressions

\[
0 < \alpha_{\min} \leq \frac{A_1\beta_e}{V_o + A_1x_1} \leq \alpha_{\max}
\]  

(3.37)
where \( \alpha_{\text{min}} = \frac{A_1 \beta_{e_{\text{min}}}}{(V_o + A_1 x_i)} \) \( \alpha_{\text{max}} = \frac{A_1 \beta_{e_{\text{max}}}}{(V_o + A_1 x_o)} \). Bounds Eq. 3.37 can be rewritten by other bounded form

\[
\sigma^{-1} \leq \frac{\hat{\alpha}}{\alpha} \leq \sigma \tag{3.38}
\]

where \( \hat{\alpha} = \sqrt{\alpha_{\text{max}} \cdot \alpha_{\text{min}}} \) is the estimate of \( \alpha \) as the geometric mean of the bounds, \( \sigma = \sqrt{\alpha_{\text{max}} / \alpha_{\text{min}}} \).

---

Figure 3-12: Effect of the ratio of entrapped air to fluid (\( \alpha \)) on fluid bulk modulus

Finally, when pump off, the actuating pressure \( P_1 \) is also always higher than initial accumulator pressure \( P_2 \). Hence, the leakage flow in outlet reed valve \( Q_i \) (= \( G_i \sqrt{P_1 - P_2} \)) is also bounded by the maximum leakage flow rare \( Q_{i_{\text{max}}} \) that can occur at the maximum pressure differences. Consequently, the proposed sliding mode controller guarantees bounded input/bounded output (BIBO) stability.
3.4 Experimental Validation

3.4.1 Controller Implementation

Control experiment is performed to validate the effectiveness of proposed controller. The experimental set-up for implementation consists of a dSPACE system, a TTL pulse generator, a two-level driver, and the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuator, as shown in Figure 3-13. Designed control law will be implemented in the dSPACE system. A high resolution pressure transducer also will be used to measure and calculate the actuation force. Figure 3-14 shows the photograph of the overall control experimental setup. Once the control starts, the maximum pulse frequency ($f_{\text{max}}$), 200 Hz, is first applied to the PHP-based actuator to fill the dead stroke fill volume and the actuation force calculated from measured pressure will be sent to the dSPACE system. The measured pressure is filtered using a low-pass filter (cutoff frequency of 20 Hz) because it contains fine pressure ripples caused by pulse driven actuation of pump. According to the control law of Eq. 3.20 and Eq. 3.22, the feedback control input voltage ($V_i$) is determined after the fill stage. This control input should be pulse voltage with constant amplitude and varying frequency. It enables us to use a different driver (e.g., switching type driver) for large PZT stack transducer. Compared with a linear power amplifier, this cutting-edge driver features compact structure, higher efficiency and superior compensation capability for large capacitive loads (i.e., 30 μF of PZT stack) at high frequencies, which are appropriate for automotive applications.
Figure 3-13: Configuration diagram of control experiment set-up

Figure 3-14: Photograph of overall control experiment set-up
Implementation of the control law requires an intermediate stage since the customized driver has to be driven by transistor–transistor logic (in short, TTL) pulse. Therefore, the control input should be converted into the equivalent control \( V_e \), which in turn will be an input to the TTL pulse generator. The final control pulse input voltage will be eventually applied to the PZT stack through the switching driver in short circuit. Obviously, it will be identical to the original control input \( V_i \). Voltage-controlled frequency (in short, VCF) function of TTL pulse generator is used to convert control frequency of control input into the equivalent control input voltage. According to the sensitivity curve, as shown in Figure 3-15, pulse frequency of the control input will be proportionally converted into the equivalent control input voltage,

\[
V_e = 0.05 f_c
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.39)

where \( f_c \) is the control pulse frequency, which will be TTL pulse frequency.

---

**Figure 3-15:** Sensitivity curve for voltage-controlled frequency (VCF) implementation
The aforementioned controller implementation procedure is illustrated by the wave forms of the various control signals in Figure 3-16.

Figure 3-16: Wave forms of individual control signals

The example TTL pulse of 100 Hz is illustrated in Figure 3-17. Since the opening duration time of reed valve is directly related to the pressure characteristic and its ability to generate dead-head pressure [Tan, 2005], an optimum pulse width of TTL pulse input is determined. Based on the experimental results illustrating in Chapter 2, the duty ratio of TTL pulse is chosen to be 60 %, since it shows the largest pressure difference under normal operational conditions.
The driver switches a large capacitive load between low level (e.g., 0 Volt) and high level (e.g., 120 Volt to 150 Volt) according to the TTL pulse. With this different topology, this driver can provide sufficient current required for producing fast rise/fall time (250 μsec) [Dynamic Structure & Materials, LLC]. The overall controller implementation can be represented by the block diagram, as shown in Figure 3-18.

Figure 3-17: TTL pulse for two-level driver: 60 % duty ratio, rise and fall time (<24ns)

Figure 3-18: Block diagram for actuation force tracking control
Finally, the proposed controller is coded in MATLAB/Simulink and a dSPACE® (model: 1103 board) is used to perform the real time control task, as shown in Figure 3-19. The real time workshop (RTW) module in the dSPACE® system converts the controller in Simulink into an executable C code and downloads it into the microprocessor built in the dSPACE® board. The sampling rate was set to be 1000 $\mu$sec. The dSPACE® system converts analog inputs (i.e., from pressure or force transducer) into digital inputs using built-in A/D converter with 16-bit output resolution. The digital output (i.e., equivalent control input) is converted into analog output voltage through the built-in D/A converter.

![Switching controller coded in MATLAB/Simulink](image)

**Figure 3-19:** Switching controller coded in MATLAB/Simulink

The open-loop control responses are first investigated to confirm the voltage-controlled frequency (VCF) implementation, as shown in Figure 3-20. With varying equivalent control input voltages, the TTL pulse generator can successfully generate the corresponding pulse frequencies. In addition, it can be shown that the similar actuation force with the desired force trajectory can be produced by even open-loop control, and self-locking capability of actuation force is confirmed after turning off the PHP actuator.
Figure 3-20: Open-loop actuation force control responses ($P_2 = 0.55$ MPa, $V_i = 120$)
3.4.2 Actuation Pressure Tracking Control Results

Control experiments and simulations are conducted to validate the proposed control approach. The initial accumulator pressure is set to be 0.55 MPa and control input voltage of 120 V is applied. Maximum pulse frequency for filling the dead-stroke volume of hydraulic cylinder is initially scheduled as 200 Hz (i.e., 10 V) for 0.35 sec and the control frequency $f_c$ is set to be 60 Hz (i.e., 3 V) to generate the required control flow rate satisfying the following sliding mode condition derived from Eq. 3.32.

$$Q_c > \frac{1}{\alpha} (\eta + A_\alpha \dot{x} + \dot{F}_d)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.40)

Under the normal control conditions (accumulator pressure of 0.55 MPa, $\beta_e \approx 150$ MPa), required control flow rate $Q_c$ is calculated to be 4 cc/s for large $\eta$ (10 to 1000), which can be generated at pulse frequency of 40 Hz, as confirmed in the flow rate evaluation result in Chapter 2. The desired force trajectory is determined based on the developed performance of PHP actuator described in Chapter 2. For example, a maximum actuation force of 700 N in the reference trajectory is corresponding to dead-head pressure of 0.38 MPa under 0.55 MPa accumulator pressure.

Examples of the actuation pressure tracking control response are illustrated in Figure 3-21. All parameters, dimensions, and gains for simulation are listed in the Table 3-1. The controlled actuation force can successfully track the desired reference trajectory in both simulation and experiment. A relatively large tracking error around two second is due to the insufficient control flow rate. In other words, the slope (i.e., derivative) of desired trajectory ($\dot{F}_d$) becomes much higher, while control flow rate is
fixed (Eq. 3.40). However, this is acceptable in AT shift control, since this higher force is typically not required for shift transient control but is to prevent the slippage of friction elements (i.e., locking) for safety reasons. Chattering with lower switching frequency (about 10 Hz) is occurring in experimental result.

Figure 3-21: Pressure tracking control responses of band brake actuation system with PHP actuator ($P_2 = 0.55$ MPa, $V_i = 120$ V, $f_c = 60$ Hz)
3.4.2.1 Chattering Phenomenon

The chattering phenomenon illustrated in Figure 3-21 is undesirable in practice, for it can excite the low frequency dynamics of friction elements. Accordingly, the reason for this chattering has to be identified and resolved. Note that the fine switching action itself shown in ideal case of simulation shown in Figure 3-21 (a) is not called ‘chattering’ since the switching is intended for guaranteeing the robustness and its frequency tends to infinity [Utkin ,1999]. Two well-known traditional methods are first used to resolve the chattering. The higher sampling frequency is set to be 100 $\mu$sec to prevent ‘discretization chatter’ due to digital controller. The sign function is also replaced with following saturation function with boundary layer thickness.

$$ sat(s/\Phi) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{s}{\Phi} & \text{if } |y| \leq 1 \\
\text{sign}(s/\Phi) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} $$

(3.41)

where $\Phi$ is a positive constant. Experimental results using these methods are shown in Figure 3-22. However, these methods turned out to be not effective to resolve this chattering with finite switching frequency. In the case of using saturation function, tracking error is not converged to zero, which means it deviated from the zero in the middle of the desired trajectory.

The other possible reason for this chattering is the fast actuator dynamics, which involves simplified reed valve and unmodeled electric circuit dynamics. These fast dynamics are known as the major factor leading to deterioration of the perfect switching in sliding mode control [Utkin and Lee, 2006]. It is often excited by the fast switching control input.
The fast actuator dynamics can be taken into account in the closed control loop as follows:

\[ w(s) = \frac{1}{(s + 1)^n} u(s) \]  
(3.42)

Figure 3-22: Pressure tracking control responses of band brake actuation system with higher sampling rate and saturation function \( P_2 = 0.55 \) MPa, \( V_i = 120 \) V, \( f_c = 60 \) Hz

(a) higher sampling time                             (b) saturation function \((\Phi=10)\)
where \( w(s) \) and \( u(s) \) are Laplace transforms of \( w(t) \) and \( u(t) \). Then, actual control input captured by dynamic signal analyzer will be delayed continuous input \( w(t) \), instead of discontinuous \( u(t) \), as shown in Figure 3-23. From the shape of transient response, the effects of neglected actuator dynamics can be considered by assuming as the second-order system with rise time \( t_r = 0.02 \) sec.

By taking into account the second-order actuator dynamics, lower switching frequency shows good agreement between the simulation and experiment results, as shown in Figure 3-24. To further investigate the effect of actuator dynamics on chattering, the rise time is adjusted by changing the cut-off frequency for low-pass filtering. As shown in Figure 3-25, the chattering frequency is increased from 10 Hz to 20 Hz when the cut-off frequency is changed from 20 Hz to 40 Hz, which leads in the reduction of rise time. Therefore, we can conclude that the chattering is mainly caused
by the unmodeled actuator and electric circuit dynamics neglected in the stage of the controller design.

Figure 3-24: Pressure tracking control responses of band brake actuation system with actuator dynamics ($P_2 = 0.55$ MPa, $V_i = 120$ V, $f_c = 60$ Hz)
3.4.2.2 Tracking Performance for Different Trajectories

The tracking performance of controller is further investigated by using different desired trajectories. As noted in Chapter 1, the actuation force has to be controllable to
adjust the braking torque of friction elements during the inertia phase. Based on this fact, different trajectories consist of different gradients in the middle of trajectory are implemented. While the trajectory is changed, the controller still shows good tracking performance, as shown in Figure 3-26.

![Figure 3-26: Pressure tracking control responses of band brake actuation system with different desired trajectory ($P_2 = 0.55$ MPa, $V_i = 120$ V, $f_c = 60$ Hz)](image-url)
3.4.2.3 Effect of the Effective Bulk Modulus Uncertainty

The effect of effective bulk modulus ($\beta_e$) uncertainty on the tracking performance is examined since it will be varying with pressure variations and the entrapped air during the operation of the hydraulic systems. The nominal effective bulk modulus ($\beta_{nom}$) for accumulator pressure of 0.55 MPa is set to be 3.5e8. In order to generate the lower effective bulk modulus, lower accumulator pressure (0.4 MPa) is utilized. Due to the lower effective bulk modulus, the hydraulic compliance of the working fluid becomes higher value, which in turn causes lower pumping pressure [Kim et al., 2007] and this may lead to insufficient control flow rate and lower dead-head pressure. Figure 3-27 shows the effect of lower effective bulk modulus ($\beta_e/\beta_{nom} = 0.7$) using lower accumulator pressure, which will affect the control flow rate ($Q_c = G_c\sqrt{P_p - P_i} \cdot V_i(f)$). As a result, a slightly under fill situation is observed at the beginning of the tracking control due to the insufficient fill volume and saturation also occurs at the end of control. However, the controller can still track the reference well in inertia phase, for the sliding mode condition is still valid although the controlled flow rate has changed. This result indicates that the proposed controller can be robust against the variation of effective bulk modulus.
3.4.2.4 Effect of the Control Frequency

The only parameter to be tuned in this controller is the frequency of control input ($f_c$). In order to investigate the effect of varying control frequency on tracking
performance, equivalent control input voltage is changed from 3 Volt (60 Hz) to 1.5 Volt (30 Hz) and 4 Volt (80 Hz), respectively. As shown in Figure 3-28, chattering amplitude is reduced in case of lower control frequency, while it is increased for higher control frequency, since the control flow rate acts as switching gain.

Figure 3-28: Pressure tracking control responses of band brake actuation system with different control frequencies ($P_2 = 0.55$ MPa, $V_i = 120$ V, $f_c = 60$ Hz)
### 3.4.2.5 Effect of Friction Force

In general, force transducer is not cost-effective for AT applications, although the measurement can be more directly used for feedback. Therefore, pressure measurement and tracking are used in the controller design. The pressure sensors are more cost-effective, and are easier to be installed inside the AT. However, since the friction force can affect the force tracking performance using pressure feedback and tracking [Liu et al., 2000], measured actuation force during the pressure tracking control is compared with actuation force calculated from actuation pressure to confirm the effect of the friction force. A piezoelectric material based piezo-type force transducer (model: PCB® 208C03) is installed at the front of cylinder piston, as shown in Figure 3-29.

![Piezo type force transducer to estimate the friction force](image)

Figure 3-29: Piezo type force transducer to estimate the friction force

The comparison result between the controlled force calculated from pressure and the measured actual force is illustrated in Figure 3-30. The discrepancy is largely due to the friction force in the hydraulic cylinder neglected in system model. However, this friction force can be compensated by the global feedback controller in the automatic transmission shift control. A feedback controller of turbine speed of the AT during the inertia phase...
has been recently developed. Once the closed-loop controller is established within the 
AT, friction force in actuation system can be compensated by treating it as the 
disturbance. From the results, it can be seen that the chattering amplitude in the direct 
measured actual force is smaller than that of the calculated actuation force; which could 
be the result of unmodeled damping in the system.

Figure 3-30: Comparison of measure forces: controlled actuation force calculated from 
actuation pressure and measured actuation force

3.5 Actual Actuation Force Tracking Control

Since actual force feedback control could be effective way to compensate the 
friction force in hydraulic cylinder, actual force tracking control using on-site force 
transducer is presented in this section.
3.5.1 On-site Force Transducer

On-site force transducer is customized using FlexiForce® sensor for tracking the actual actuation force affected by friction force. Figure 3-31 illustrates the outlook of prototype transducer, which consists of DC power supply (3 to 5 Volt), converting circuit, FlexiForce® sensor, which features cost-effective, easy-to use, and compact size. Small puck (ϕ 9 mm) is also needed to prevent the damage of sensing area. Details about transducer are described in Appendix A.

Figure 3-31: Prototype force transducer for actuation force tracking control

3.5.2 Actual Force Tracking Control Results

Like the actuation pressure tracking control, the representative responses of actuation force tracking control are illustrated in Figure 3-32. Initial accumulator pressure is set to be 0.55 MPa, and amplitude of control input voltage is fixed to be 120
Volt. Maximum pulse frequency for filling the dead-stroke volume of hydraulic cylinder is initially scheduled as 200 Hz (i.e., 10 Volt) for 0.3 sec and the control frequency $f_c$ is set to be 60 Hz (i.e., 3 Volt). In actual force tracking control, the desired force trajectory is modified to be slightly different from the case of pressure tracking control, considering the lower level of force due to the friction force. Accordingly, the maximum desired trajectory after two seconds is determined as 500 N. Figure 3-32 (a) shows the tracking result using commercial piezo type force transducer. Tracking control responses using prototype force transducer is compared in the Figure 3-32 (b). Since the results for two transducers are in good agreement, the feasibility of new force transducer is confirmed. However, the chattering frequency becomes further lower than pressure tracking control (i.e., 10 Hz → 5 Hz) in both cases. The main reason for this further lower switching frequency is the different off-switching mechanisms. The actuation pressure is able to drop quickly in off-switching mode. Contrary to the actuation pressure, measured actual force turned out to be unable to drop quickly. Lower switching frequency is largely due to this asymmetrical behavior. However, this lower chattering frequency is attributable to the reduction of chattering amplitude, as shown in the illustrative example. The possible reason for this slow off-switching is the inertia of cylinder piston and friction force between the cylinder and the piston. The exact cause will be further investigated in the future.
Like the pressure tracking control, different desired trajectory is used to investigate the tracking performance of controller in Figure 3-33. The switching controller can track the different desired trajectories.

Figure 3-32: Force tracking control responses of band brake actuation system with different force transducers ($P_2 = 0.55$ MPa, $V_i = 120$ V, $f_c = 60$ Hz)

(a) using piezo force transducer  (b) using prototype force transducer
Tracking response for special function such as ramp trajectory is shown in Figure 3-34. Proposed controller turned out to be effective for tracking the trajectory that consists of smooth gradient.
Finally, the necessity of consistent fill control is introduced. As shown from Figure 3-21 to Figure 3-34, fill volume is not as constant as scheduled due to the difficulty in setting the desired fill stoke. It could be varying with many factors, such as tolerance stack-up of hardware components. If the same fill control time is applied even though the fill volume has been changed, over-fill or under-fill will occur at the beginning stage of feedback control. This undesired phenomenon can be eliminated by the correct fill, which can lead the smallest maximum tracking error as shown in Figure 3-35. Consequently, closed-loop fill control is required for consistent correct filling.
Figure 3-35: Force tracking control responses of band brake actuation system illustrating correct fill ($P_2 = 0.55$ MPa, $V_i = 120$ V, $f_c = 60$ Hz)
Table 3-1: Simulation parameters, dimensions, and gains for actuation force control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Items (SI unit)</th>
<th>Nominal value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>Ram (effective) area of head side in double-acting hydraulic cylinder (m$^2$)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>Ram area (effective) area of rod side in double-acting hydraulic cylinder (m$^2$)</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_d$</td>
<td>Discharge coefficient</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1, c_2$</td>
<td>Damping constant of return spring and band brake (N·s/m)</td>
<td>1 (assumed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_c$</td>
<td>Pressure of pumping chamber (MPa)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_2$</td>
<td>Pressure of accumulator (MPa)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_g$</td>
<td>Control gain</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_l$</td>
<td>Leakage flow gain</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>Spring constant of return spring (N/m)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>Spring constant of band brake (N/m)</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^5$ (assumed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_p$</td>
<td>Stiffness of PZT stack transducer (N/m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Effective mass of hydraulic cylinder (kg)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_o$</td>
<td>Control volume of head side in double-acting cylinder (m$^3$)</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>Reed orifice area gradient</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_o$</td>
<td>Pre-loaded length of return spring (m)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_s$</td>
<td>Dead (fill) stroke (m)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_R$</td>
<td>Opening displacement of reed valves (m)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_e$</td>
<td>Effective bulk modulus of working fluid (MPa)</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_e$</td>
<td>Density of hydraulic oil (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, control issues for the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump actuator are first discussed. For model-based controller design, a system model was developed. A switching sliding mode controller for force tracking control of the PHP based actuator is designed based on the sliding mode theory, and implemented on an experimental test bed. Promising force tracking control results are demonstrated through simulation and experimental efforts. It is concluded that this nonlinear switching controller;

- Can achieve the desired trajectory tracking performance,
- Does not require much gain tuning,
- Can be robust to the small variation of effective bulk modulus,
- Does not require cylinder position (displacement) and velocity feedback,
- Is appropriate for the pulse-driven PHP actuator.

This chapter confirmed the potential of utilizing the PHP-based actuator as a new controllable actuation system for AT friction elements.
Chapter 4

Application to Automatic Transmission Shift Control

The PHP actuator and controller presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are applied to the automatic transmission shift control scenario to examine the effectiveness of the new power-by-wire actuation concept. To do this, an automotive power train model is first presented in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, respectively. The real time power train model, which includes engine, test-bed AT, and drivelines for half car is synthesized to develop the hardware-in-the-loop simulation (in, short, HILS) model using the modeling framework, state charts. Details of the power train model are described. For the purpose of illustration, the power on 1 → 2 shift using band brake as on-coming friction element and one-way clutch (in short, OWC) as off-going friction element (synchronizing control) is provided as a test scenario for evaluating the actuator performance. To achieve the enhanced shift performance, adaptive fill volume control is designed to prevent the over-fill in Section 4.3. With developed real time power train model and PHP actuator, the architecture of the HILS is constructed, and its successful use in the development of AT shift control system is presented to demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of using the new PHP actuator (Section 4.4). Finally, the global shift controller for the inertia phase is proposed in Section 4.5. Using the genetic algorithm (in short, GA), the turbine acceleration during the inertia phase is regulated by learning the desired force trajectory to be tracked by the PHP actuator.
4.1 Power train Model

The schematic of an automotive power train used in this research is illustrated in Figure 4-1. It consists of three main components: the engine, AT with differentials (frequently referred as trans-axle), and the driveline of a quarter car system. The impeller of the torque converter is connected with the engine and the turbine of the torque converter is connected to the input shaft of the AT. The forward clutch is constantly engaged to transmit the engine torque during the N $\rightarrow$ D (i.e., Neutral $\rightarrow$ Drive position) shift operation. A planetary gear set used in this AT is the combination of two compound planetary gears and features high torque capacity/weight ratio. A drum of the band brake is connected with a second (rear) sun gear (S2) and a one-way clutch is connected with a first (front) ring gear through a second carrier. Output rotational speed is finally reduced by the transfer drive gear with final gear ratio (in short, FGR).

Figure 4-1: Schematic of power trains: engine, trans-axle (1$\rightarrow$2 up shift) and driveline
4.1.1 Engine and Torque Converter

A static experimental data (torque map) of DOHC gasoline engine (2000 cc) is adopted. Static engine torque can be characterized by a function of throttle opening angle \( \theta_{th} \) and engine rotational speed \( \omega_E \), as shown in Figure 4-2.

\[
T_{ES} = f(\omega_E, \theta_{th})
\]  

(4.1)

The experimental data on static engine torque map are listed in Appendix C.

Figure 4-2: Static DOHC gasoline engine (2000 cc) torque map for engine model

In a dynamic response, there exists a response lag (transport delay), which results from the engine mechanism. For the four cylinder combustion engine, an instantaneous engine torque is generated after two revolutions.

\[
T_E = \frac{e^{-T_{es}s}}{1 + \tau_E s} T_{ES}
\]  

(4.2)
where $\tau_E$ is the time constant (0.1 sec). $T_{DE}$ is the lag time of the engine torque, which is assumed to be a constant (0.15 second) in this research.

For the torque converter model, a steady-state performance curve is adopted to match with the DOHC gasoline engine (2000 cc). This curve is obtained from the performance test data and can be characterized by the torque ratio ($R_r$) and the torque capacity factor ($C_f$) as a function of speed ratio ($r$), as shown in Figure 4-4.

\[
T_i = C_f(r)\omega_e^2, \\
T_f = R_r(r)T_i
\]  

where

Figure 4-3: 3-dimensional representation of engine torque map
The coefficients for torque ratio \( t_i, i = 1 \cdots 4 \) and the torque capacity factor \( C_f \) are listed in Appendix C. From Eq. 4.3, the steady-state impeller torque \( T_i \) and the turbine torque \( T_T \) can be calculated with different speed ratio. Here, we assume that lock-up clutch built inside the torque converter is not engaged and the torque amplification function is always activated during the 1 \( \rightarrow \) 2 shift.

\[
\begin{align*}
R_i(r) &= \begin{cases} 
  t_1 + t_2 r + t_3 r^2 + t_4 r^3 & r < 0.85 \\
  0.99 & r \geq 0.85
\end{cases} 
\end{align*}
\]

\[(4.4)\]

Figure 4-4: Static experimental data for engine and torque converter model
4.1.2 Planetary Gear Sets

Figure 4-5 represents the two-simple type compound planetary gear sets of Ford AT model (4F27E) used in this thesis. The torque relationships in planetary gear sets become:

\[ T_{R1} = r_1 T_{S1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

\[ T_{R2} = r_2 T_{S2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

where \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are gear ratio (i.e. \( r_1 = Z_{R1}/Z_{S1}, \) \( r_2 = Z_{R2}/Z_{S2} \)).

The kinematic relationship in planetary gear sets can be defined as:

\[ \Psi (1 + r_1) \dot{\omega}_{OUT} = \dot{\omega}_{S1} + r_1 \dot{\omega}_{R1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

\[ (1 + r_2) \dot{\omega}_{R1} = \dot{\omega}_{S2} + \Psi r_2 \dot{\omega}_{OUT} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

where \( \Psi \) is the final gear ratio (FGR).

---

Figure 4-5: Two-simple type planetary gear sets used in Ford model (4F27E)
4.1.3 Friction Elements: Band Brake and One-Way Clutch

The wet band brake consists of a band, a drum and anchor. The gap between the drum and band is lubricated with ATF (automatic transmission fluid), as shown in Figure 4-7 (a). The drum is directly connected to a planetary gear set. The static relationship between the generated braking torque capacity ($T_b$) and applied net actuation force ($F_a$) on the band for the energizing mode is generally used to model [Fanella, 1994].

$$T_b = \begin{cases} R_d (e^{\mu(v)a} - 1) \cdot F_a & \text{for energizing engagement} \\ R_d (1 - e^{-\mu(v)a}) \cdot F_a & \text{for de-energizing engagement} \end{cases} \tag{4.9}$$

where $a$ is the contact angle ($2\pi \sim 4\pi$), $R_d$ is the radii of drum, $\mu(v)$ is the friction coefficient which is varying with temperature, slip speed etc. In this research, $\mu(v)$ is assumed to be the function of the slip speed and independent of temperature as follows:

$$\mu(v) = b_1 + b_2 \cdot v + b_3 \cdot v^2 + b_4 \cdot v^3 \tag{4.10}$$

where $v$ is the slip speed of drum connected with the sun gear of the second planetary gear set ($S2$), and $b_i, i=1\ldots4$ are coefficient. When the band brake is engaged by actuation systems, band engagement dynamics significantly affects the AT shift quality because output torque heavily depends on the band brake torque during the inertia phase. Therefore, the dynamic band model has been developed by many researchers. For instance, Fujii et al. [2000] has developed new friction element model based on the first principles of a self-energizing mechanism. An advanced modeling method using neural network was also developed by using experimental result as training data [Cao and
Wang, 2004]. Figure 4-6 shows the typical dynamic relationship between applied pressure and generated band brake torque, showing some response delay caused by further stroking (i.e., compression of friction pad or deformation).

\[
\begin{align*}
T_B(s) &= \frac{k\omega_n^2}{s^2 + 2\zeta \omega_n s + \omega_n^2} F_a(s) \\
&= \frac{1}{\zeta} F_a(s)
\end{align*}
\]

(4.11)

where \( T_B(s) \) and \( F_a(s) \) are the Laplace operator of \( T_B \) and \( F_a \), \( k \) is the proportionality constant defined in Eq. 4.9, \( \omega_n \) is the natural frequency that has to be tuned so that the
delay time should be in the range of 0.2 sec. The direction of braking torque capacity also should be considered because of the slip of the friction elements during the torque and inertia phase. When the brake is slipping, the band brake torque ($T_{bc}$) is determined by the direction of the second sun gear speed as follows:

$$T_{bc} = \text{sign}(\omega_{s2})T_B$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.12)$$

where $\text{sign}(x) = \begin{cases} 1 & (x > 0) \\ -1 & (x < 0) \end{cases}$, and $\omega_{s2}$ is the angular velocity of the second sun gear.

When the one-way clutch is overrunning, the reaction torque of the one-way clutch becomes zero since the one-way clutch is designed to transmit the torque only in one direction, as shown in Figure 4-7 (b).

$$T_{owc} = \begin{cases} T_{owc} & \text{if } \omega_{r1} = 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } \omega_{r1} > 0 \end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.13)$$

---

Figure 4-7: Schematic of friction elements (band brake and one-way clutch)
4.1.4 Road Load Torque

Road load can be expressed by summing up the rolling resistance \( R_r \), air resistance \( R_w \), acceleration resistance \( R_a \), and gradient resistance \( R_g \).

\[
T_{LOAD} = (R_w + R_a + R_g + R_r) \cdot r_t
\]  
(4.14)

where \( r_t \) is the tire radius. Assuming that the vehicle is driving with constant speed and the road is not inclined, Eq. 4.14 can be reduced by follows;

\[
T_{LOAD} = (R_a + R_r) \cdot r_t = \left(\frac{\rho_a}{2} C_a A_v \cdot V_H^2 + \mu r_m \right) \cdot r_t
\]  
(4.15)

where \( \rho_a \) is the air density, \( C_a \) is the coefficient of aerodynamic resistance, \( A_v \) is the frontal area of vehicle, \( V_H \) is the vehicle speed, \( m_r \) is the vehicle mass, and \( \mu \) represents the coefficient of rolling resistance, which is a function of vehicle speed, tire inner pressure, as shown in Figure 4-8 (b). In this research, the rolling resistance coefficient is assumed to be constant, since the discrepancy is small to be negligible.

![Figure 4-8: Characteristic of road load torque](image-url)
4.2 Power-on 1\(\rightarrow\)2 Up Shift Model

4.2.1 Derivation of Governing Equations

The governing equations of motion for individual inertia elements described in Figure 4-9 can be expressed as follows:

- Engine and impeller (pump):
  \[
  I_E \dot{\omega}_E = T_E - T_f
  \]  
  (4.16)

- Turbine (input) shaft:
  \[
  I_T \dot{\omega}_T = T_T - T_F
  \]  
  (4.17)

- Sun gear of the first planetary gear set (S1):
  \[
  I_{S1} \dot{\omega}_{S1} = T_F - T_{S1}
  \]  
  (4.18)

- Ring gear of the first planetary gear set (RI):
  \[
  I_{R1} \dot{\omega}_{R1} = T_{S2} + T_{R2} - T_{OWC} - T_{R1}
  \]  
  (4.19)

- Sun gear of the second planetary gear set (S2):
  \[
  I_{S2} \dot{\omega}_{S2} = -T_{S2} - T_B
  \]  
  (4.20)

- Ring gear of the second planetary gear set (R2):
  \[
  I_{R2} \dot{\omega}_{R2} = T_{S1} + T_{R1} - T_{R2} - \frac{T_{OUT}}{\Psi}
  \]  
  (4.21)

- Output shaft:
  \[
  I_T \dot{\omega}_{OUT} = T_{OUT} - T_{LOAD}
  \]  
  (4.22)
Since the ring gear of the second planetary gear set ($R_2$) and the output shaft are connected with each other, the eliminating of $\dot{\omega}_{R_2}$ and $T_{OUT}$ in Eq. 4.21 yields the following equation:

$$I_{EQV} \dot{\omega}_{OUT} = \Psi (T_{S1} + T_{R1} - T_{R2}) - T_{LOAD}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.23)

where $I_{EQV} = I_V + \Psi^2 I_{R2}$.

Since we are not interested in the internal torques ($T_{S1}, T_{R1}, T_{S2}, T_{R2}$), these torques could be eliminated by using kinematic constraints (Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.6) as follows:

$$T_{R1} - T_{R2} = r_1 T_{S1} - r_2 T_{S2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.24)

Substituting Eq. 4.18 Eq. 4.19 and Eq. 4.20 into Eq. 4.23 and Eq. 4.24, respectively, the torque balance equations can be reduced to the following two equations:

Figure 4-9: Simplified inertia model for the P/on up 1→2 shift model
During the 1 → 2 up shift, the unknown forward clutch torque ($T_F$) and $\dot{\omega}_{S1}$ can be eliminated because the forward clutch is always engaged to transmit turbine torque (constraint). By replacing $T_F$ with $I_T \dot{\omega}_T - T_T$ and $\dot{\omega}_{S1}$ with $\dot{\omega}_T$ in Eq. 4.25 and Eq. 4.26, the governing equations can be further modified.

In summary, the final governing equations are as follows:

$$r_1 (I_{S1} + I_T) \dot{\omega}_{S1} - (1 + r_2) I_{S2} \dot{\omega}_{S2} - I_{R1} \dot{\omega}_{R1} = r_1 T_T + (r_2 + 1) T_B + T_{OWC}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.25)

$$I_{EQV} \dot{\omega}_{OUT} + \Psi (I_{S1} \dot{\omega}_{S1} + I_{S2} \dot{\omega}_{S2} + I_{R1} \dot{\omega}_{R1}) = \Psi (T_T - T_B - T_{OWC}) - T_{LOAD}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.26)

The 1 → 2 up shift can be divided into several states according to the velocity sign of the sun gear and ring gear of the planetary gear sets as shown in Table 4-1. Each state is also classified by its degree of freedom (in short, DOF) of dynamics. Torque phase has 1-DOF which is described as the rotational speed of the first ring gear connected with input shaft. Meanwhile, inertia phase has 2-DOF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ring gear $\omega_{R1}$</th>
<th>Sun gear $\omega_{S2}$</th>
<th>Gear state</th>
<th>Degree of freedom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{R1} = 0$</td>
<td>$\omega_{S2} = 0$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\omega_{S2} \neq 0$</td>
<td>First gear &amp; torque phase</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{R1} \neq 0$</td>
<td>$\omega_{S2} = 0$</td>
<td>Second gear</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\omega_{S2} \neq 0$</td>
<td>Inertia phase</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2 Simulation of the Power-on 1→2 Up Shift

4.2.2.1 Introduction of State Chart

As described in the previous section, AT shift dynamics can be characterized by state transition system. The use of the finite state machine (in short, FSM) modeling technique as a modeling framework will reflect the event-driven nature of automatic transmission in which each gear state includes unique governing equations. With this modeling frame, state chart is proposed as a visual formalism for the modeling of complex systems [Harel, 1987]. In fact, state chart is an example of finite state machine. It is suitable to describe state transition systems such as AT shift dynamics due to its hierarchical approach to express dynamic behavior. Based on this modeling concept, power on 1→2 up shift model for each state and phase is derived. The detail procedures and derived governing equations are described in Appendix B.

With the derived equations, the overall 1→2 up shift event can be represented by the state chart, as shown in Figure 4-10. In this figure, each state is described by boxes consisting governing equations. Transition between states is described by an arrow line and transition condition is put above that line. According to the transition condition, each state can be sequentially switched. For instance, if the angular velocity of the second sun gear (\( \dot{\omega}_{32} \)) is changed from negative to positive, the transition from inertia phase to 2\textsuperscript{nd} gear state occurs. This state chart can be easily implemented by using Stateflow\textsuperscript{®} toolbox in MATLAB/Simulink\textsuperscript{®}. This modeling technique also enables us to conduct real time simulation or hardware-in-the-loop simulation (in short, HILS), for it can
provide extremely fast CPU executing time [Ferreira et. al., 2004]. For each gear state, the turbine acceleration ($\dot{\omega}_T$) can be first calculated from a derived governing equation consisting of known torques such as the turbine torque ($T_T$), the band brake torque ($T_{BC}$), the one-way clutch torque ($T_{OWC}$), and the road load torque ($T_{LOAD}$). Next, using pre-calculated $\dot{\omega}_T$, other unknown torques and variables can be sequentially determined. The state variables of interest (i.e., the angular velocities such as $\omega_T, \omega_{OUT}, \omega_{S2}$ etc) also can be obtained by numerically integrating their angular accelerations ($\dot{\omega}_T, \dot{\omega}_{OUT}, \dot{\omega}_{S2}$) in the upper-level block diagram.

Figure 4-10: State chart for power on 1 $\Rightarrow$ 2 up shift simulation of A/T
4.2.2.2 Simulation Results

Figure 4-11 shows the overall block diagram for power/on 1 → 2 up shift simulation model using Simulink® with Stateflow®. The PHP actuator and the sliding mode force tracking controller presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are also integrated with power train and power/on 1 → 2 up shift model. The 5th-order Dormand-Prince solver is used for numerical integration, and the fixed step size of 100 μsec is used to achieve the real time capability. The required parameters are provided by the Ford Motor Company, which are listed in Appendix C.

Figure 4-11: Power on 1→2 up shift simulation model using Simulink® with Stateflow®
To represent the 1→2 up shift of AT, vehicle launching (starting) performance is first simulated and shown in Figure 4-12. The throttle opening of this illustrative example is set to be 10 degree (medium) and the start of 1→2 up shift is scheduled when the output speed ($\omega_{OUT}$) reaches a prescribed value in the shift pattern. The engine rpm hesitation phenomenon is generally observed after launching due to the characteristic curves of torque converter. The output torque is increased up to 1700 Nm and then dropped down afterwards.

Figure 4-12: Simulation results of vehicle launching with the throttle opening of 10 degree
Open-loop $1 \rightarrow 2$ up shift control using the nonlinear force tracking control on PHP actuator is presented from 3 second to 4 second, as illustrated in Figure 4-12. To evaluate the accuracy of the simulation model for $1 \rightarrow 2$ up shift control, detail simulation results are compared with vehicle test results in Figure 4-13. Desired force trajectory used in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 (b) is determined by the pressure profile in a vehicle test and the diameter of current servo cylinder ($\phi 0.038 \text{ m}$). In the current electro-hydraulic actuation system, the high pressure is commended at the beginning of control to fill the dead-stroke. However, the pressure does not generate during the fill stage in PHP actuator. On starting $1 \rightarrow 2$ up shift, the fill time for dead-stroke volume corresponding to 3.5 mm stroke is set to be 0.3 second. In both cases, at the onset of this torque phase, the output torque dropped (torque hole), which is inevitable since a part of the input (turbine) torque is re-routed through the on-coming friction element (e.g., band brake).

The inertia phase is characterized by sudden increase of output torque caused by the gear ratio change within a very short period of time, in general 0.5 second, and the decelerating of engine speed. This transient torque eventually goes down to the second gear torque level. This inertia phase is also called speed phase since the engine speed and turbine speed has to be changed by new gear ratio. The output vehicle speed will be gradually increasing due to the relatively larger inertia of vehicle. As observed, the simulation results show good agreement with the vehicle test results.
To further validate the shift model, other responses of interested states are investigated, as shown in Figure 4-14. When the initial negative reaction torque of one-way clutch ($T_{OWC}$) becomes zero and negative band brake torque is applied, the onset of
inertia phase occurs around 3.4 second and the first ring gear and the second sun gear will be slipping (i.e., 2-DOF), as shown in Figure 4-14 (a) and (b). Also, when the negative angular velocity of the second sun gear becomes zero (i.e., band brake is fully engaged), negative braking torque becomes positive.

![Inertia phase](image)

Figure 4-14: Simulation result for other responses of interested states

More simulation results of power-on 1 $\rightarrow$ 2 up shift control are shown in Figure 4-15. Throttle opening is changed from 10 % to 20 % and 5 %, respectively. The
level of angular velocity and output torque depends on the throttle opening. The inertia phase duration also varies with the throttle opening.

Figure 4-15: Simulation results of power-on 1→2 up shift control with respect to different throttle openings (⋯: desired;—: controlled)
4.3 Fill Volume Adapting Scheme for Torque Phase Control

4.3.1 Motivation

While the proposed sliding mode control proposed in Chapter 3 has shown promising features in force tracking performance, some issues still need to be addressed for automatic transmission applications. In particular, transition stage control (i.e., from fill stage to actuation stage) is a challenging issue. For instance, if the fill volume is slightly changed due to uncertainties such as the wear of band or tolerance stack-up of components, over-fill or under-fill can occur. This adverse phenomenon will lead to large tracking error in the beginning of the force tracking control.

Figure 4-16 shows simulation result illustrating over-fill spike originated from the intended variation of fill volume. To produce the over-fill spike, the open-loop fill control is set to be finished at 0.3 second, while the fill stroke is changed from nominal 3.5 mm to 3.2 mm and 3.0 mm, respectively. This unwanted overfill spike will decrease the duration of torque phase and cause the peak of output torque. Consequently, this ad-hoc fill controller has to be enhanced to ensure consistent shift quality over the life of the AT, which implies robust performance against the varying fill volume.
To prevent the unwanted over-fill spike, learning algorithms of the fill volume have been developed such that the next shift event will achieve better shift quality [Zongxuan and Hebbale, 2005]. However, a critical disadvantage of learning methods is that they are not capable of preventing bad shift in the first event. Recently, another
approach has been performed to detect the end of fill with advanced transducer technology. Using position or flow rate transducer signal, the end of fill can be detected. However, flow rate signal has been proven unreliable due to noise. Furthermore, the over-fill spike is very sensitive to the variation of fill stroke, as shown in Figure 4-16. Consequently, using position sensor is not applicable because position sensor itself is a component with tolerance. Hence, a more advanced detecting methodology should be developed for robust performance against the varying fill volume.

4.3.2 Detect the End of Fill Using Turbine Acceleration of AT

After filling the cylinder dead-stroke volume, the output torque starts to drop since the turbine input torque is transmitting through the on-coming band brake. While output torque would be a good feedback signal to use, reliable and cost-effective output torque transducers are not available in current AT. In this research, turbine acceleration of the AT is utilized to detect the end of fill, for turbine acceleration and actuation pressure provide information for the end of fill. The output torque equation during the torque phase is (see Appendix B)

\[ T_{\text{OUT}} = C\dot{\omega}_t + T_{\text{LOAD}} \]  (4.28)

It is clear that output torque is a explicit function of the turbine angular acceleration and load torque. However, like non-contact output torque sensor, hardware-based direct measurement of angular acceleration is not applicable.
4.3.3 Differentiation of Turbine Speed and Post-filtering

A natural alternative is to directly differentiate the angular velocity (rotational speed) obtained from the only available pick-up sensor in current AT. The backward-difference operator is mainly used to differentiate the velocity quantity.

\[
\alpha(k) = \frac{\omega(k) - \omega(k - 1)}{T_s}
\]  

(4.29)

where \(T_s\) is sampling (interrupt) time. Figure 4-17 shows the speed sensor widely used in current AT and the principle of speed measurement. The rotational speed will be calculated from the number of pulse induced by magnetic hall sensor.

\[
\omega = \frac{60 \cdot M}{Z \cdot T_s} \text{ (rpm)}
\]  

(4.30)

where \(M\) is the number of pulse, \(Z\) is the number of gear tooth, \(T_s\) is sampling time.

---

Figure 4-17: Principle of speed measurement in current automatic transmissions
To demonstrate the feasibility of new approach, actual measured rotational speed data (recorded sampling rate of 0.02 second) is used, as shown in Figure 4-18. The measurement error $e(k)$ is defined by following expression and shown in lower graph.

$$e(k) = \omega(k) - \tilde{\omega}(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.31)

where, $\omega(k)$ is the primary angular velocity and $\tilde{\omega}(k)$ represents the measured angular velocity. This measurement error, which is mainly caused by sampling, will act as noise in differentiation operation.

Figure 4-18: Sample measured data of turbine angular velocity and measurement error
Figure 4-19 shows the differentiation result of measured angular velocity without post-filtering. As expected, this is useless with large noise resulted from measurement error. The use of a longer interrupt period with high resolution sensor can be utilized to reduce such problems. However, longer sampling rate will lead to unwanted larger delay and the resolution is still insufficient to detect transient point.

Figure 4-19: Differentiation result of measured angular velocity without post-filtering

To facilitate available acceleration, several post-filtering techniques, such as FIR and IIR low-pass filters, can be used to restore the corrupted measured velocity signal. However, conventional filtering solutions also will lead to large phase delay. The post
filtering result using FIR low-pass filter is illustrated in Figure 4-20. Due to the large phase delay, it is also useless since the interested interval of torque phase in AT shift control is 100 ~ 200 ms. Indeed, the estimation of angular acceleration has been recognized as one of the most challenging tasks in the realization of many control applications [Gao and Ovaska, 2001]. Accordingly, more advanced filtering techniques are required.

Figure 4-20: Phase-delayed differentiation result using low-pass (FIR) post-filtering
4.3.4 Neural Network – based Estimation

It has been recognized that neural networks are well suitable for nonlinear signal processing [Hines, 1997]. Figure 4-21 shows the structure of a single input adaptive transverse filter with time delay neural network (TDNN) used for estimation [Hines, 1997]. It can be observed that the tapped delay line is feeding not only to the current samples but also to the delayed samples. Thus, this neural network-based filter can be described as a nonlinear function of the stored sample data as follows;

\[
\hat{\alpha}(k) = f[\hat{\alpha}(k), \hat{\alpha}(k-1), \cdots, \hat{\alpha}(k-N)]
\]  

(4.32)

where \( N \) is the order of neural network-based estimator, which is generally determined by empirical tuning (\( N = 5 \) in this case). The set of delayed data is the noisy acceleration samples and will be input to the neural networks, which means on-line training data. The set of delayed noisy data will be eventually averaged by the appropriate weights.

Figure 4-21: Schematic structure of single input adaptive transverse filter
In this thesis, the adaptive weighting of coefficients is performed by using optimization algorithms such as the error back-propagation (BP) algorithm [Passino, 2004]. The root mean square error defined in Eq. 4.33 is considered as the cost function to be minimized. It will gradually learn to attenuate the noise $n(k)$ and eventually restore the primary acceleration.

$$E = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} (\alpha_j^{(k)} - y_j^{(k)})^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.33)

The structure of neural network for BP algorithm is shown in Figure 4-22. $x_i$ is the input patterns and $n$ is the number of input nodes ($= 6$). $z_s$ represents the output at $s$-th hidden neuron and $h$ is the number of neurons at hidden layer ($= 5$). The output $y(\alpha)$ at the output layer is given by

$$y_j = f_2(W_{sy}z_s) = f_2(W_{sy}f_1(W_{si}x_i))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.34)

where $z_s$ is the activation at the hidden neurons. $f_2$ is the activation function at the output neurons, and $f_1$ is the activation function at the hidden neurons. $W_{si}$ and $W_{sy}$ are the weight $i$-th input to $s$-th hidden and $s$-th hidden to the output, respectively. These weights will be adaptively updated by error back propagation algorithm. To derive the BP algorithm, differentiation of activation functions is essentially required as follows;

$$\frac{\partial E}{\partial W_{sj}} = -\sum_{k=1}^{p} \delta_{2j}^{(k)} z_s^{(k)}, \quad \delta_{2j}^{(k)} = (\alpha_j^{(k)} - y_j^{(k)}) f_2'(net_j^{(k)})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.35)

$$\frac{\partial E}{\partial W_{si}} = -\sum_{k=1}^{p} \delta_{2s}^{(k)} x_i^{(k)}, \quad \delta_{1s}^{(k)} = f_1'(net_i^{(k)}) \sum_{j=1}^{m} W_{sj} \delta_{2j}^{(k)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.36)

The detailed error back propagation steps are described in Appendix D.
The activation functions ($f_1$ and $f_2$) are selected to be logistic and linear function, respectively, as shown in Figure 4-23.

$$f_1(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\beta x}}, \quad f_2(x) = x$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.37)

where $\beta$ is slope of logistic function ($= 1$).
The estimation results of using the TDNN-based filtering approach is illustrated in Figure 4-24. Critical point indicating the end of fill can be detected by comparing two sampled data as follows;

$$|a(k) - a(k-1)| > \alpha, \quad (4.38)$$

If the difference between the two sampled data is greater than the acceleration signal ripple $\alpha$, this point can be represented as a slope changing point. As seen, the resolution of the turbine acceleration using this advanced filtering method is adequate to detect the critical point. RMS error is also converged, as shown in Figure 4-25.

Figure 4-24: Estimation result using TDNN-based filtering (---: without filtering)
Nonlinear logistic activation function such as $f_1$ will be difficult to implement in the AT control unit (in short, TCU). In real applications, we can either use a linearized activation function or modifying the TCU subroutine library. For the purpose of comparison, the logistic function for $f_1$ is changed to a linear function (i.e., both activation functions are linear), as shown in Figure 4-26.

$$f_1(x) = 0.1x + 0.5$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.39)

The estimation result with the linear activation function is plotted in Figure 4-27. Compared with the original logistic function, the shape of the filtered acceleration is more naive, which result in slightly delayed detecting. However, the discrepancy is so small.
Figure 4-26: Approximated activation functions used for activation function $f_1$

Figure 4-27: Filtering with approximated activation function (⋯: without filtering)
While the neural network-based filter shows the promising performance, on-line estimation using the BP algorithm requires large computation efforts for built-in TCU in vehicles. Filtering also can be performed by off-line. Pre-determined weights using the BP algorithm can be used for weights in Figure 4-21. For instance, filtering result using pre-determined weight (Eq. 4.40) shows similar filtering result, as shown in Figure 4-28.

\[ W = [0.1 \ 0.1 \ 0.1 \ 0.1 \ 0.1 \ 0.2] \]  

(4.40)

Figure 4-28: Estimation result with pre-determined weights (\(\cdots\): without filtering)
4.3.5 Simulation Result and Discussions

To emulate the measurement error of turbine speed, random noise is added to the turbine angular velocity in the simulation model, as shown in Figure 4-29. In addition, zero order hold is used to emulate the interrupt period of 0.01 second, which is commonly used in the AT control unit. As a result, differentiated turbine acceleration contains unwanted noise and has to be filtered.

![Figure 4-29: Simulated turbine acceleration considering the measurement error in turbine angular velocity (---: with filter; --: without filter)](image)

The simulation result of torque phase control for the case of overfill is shown in Figure 4-30. Fixed fill time of 0.3 second can be successfully adjusted by detecting the
end of fill in the turbine acceleration. Because of this fill volume adapting control strategy, the over-fill spike in the actuation force and the output torque can be reduced.

Figure 4-30: Torque phase control result for fill stroke of 3.0 mm (・・・: uncontrolled)
4.4 Hardware-in-the-loop Simulation

Building upon the off-line simulation model described earlier, the hardware-in-the-loop simulation is performed by replacing the actuator model with the PHP actuator hardware. Recently, hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HILS) systems have been recognized as one of the most powerful tools for rapid development of power train control systems since engineers can identify and resolve the problems earlier in the development cycle [Mianzo, 2000]. In this thesis, the feasibility of the proposed actuation system with the controller is evaluated via HILS.

4.4.1 Configuration of HILS

The HILS environment consists of the simulation module and physical hardware for the band brake actuation system, as shown in Figure 4-31. The dSPACE® (model: DS1103) control board that is built the Texas Instruments TMS320C31 floating-point DSP processor is used as a rapid control prototyping tool for implementing the real time control task. The procedure for the HILS is summarized as follows:

1. Real time simulation model and controller is coded in MATLAB/Simulink®. The turbine and engine rotational speed signal \( \omega_k, \omega_r \), which are available sensing signals in current AT, are also adopted for determining the shift schedule and shift control law.

2. The real time workshop (RTW) module in the dSPACE® system builds the real time models and controller. Then, it converts them into an executable C code and downloads it into the microprocessor built in the DSP board.
3. The digital output (i.e., equivalent control input) determined by the microprocessor is converted into analog output voltage through the built-in D/A converter.

4. The control input drives the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuator through the driver, which in turn generates the actuation force (pressure). The dSAPCE® system converts analog inputs (i.e., from pressure or force transducer) into digital inputs using built-in A/D converter with 16-bit output resolution.

---

![Hardware module](image)

**Figure 4-31: Hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HILS) platform**

To avoid overrunning, the CPU executing time has to be within the sampling (interrupt) time $T$, as shown in Figure 4-32 [dSPACE, 2007]. Therefore, the executing time is first of all examined. Dormand-Prince (5-th order) method with fixed step size of
100 μsec is used for numerical integration. The executing time per one numerical integration step is approximately 50 μsec using Stateflow®. In this case, numerical integration can be performed more than 10 times within the sampling time of 1000 μsec. As a result, the total executing time is 500 μsec, which is less than the sampling time of 1000 μsec.

Figure 4-32: Diagram for illustrating real-time control experiment

Figure 4-33 shows the overall outlook of the hardware-in-the-loop simulation system, which includes controller with dSPACE system, PHP actuator and drivers. To represent the entire stroke, the plate spring with a small additional stroke (about 0.5 mm) is introduced at the front of the piston of hydraulic cylinder to emulate the band brake, for the actual band brake can be slightly deformed due to the band elongation and the compression of a friction pad. With this element, the piston will be nearly stopped after stroking (i.e., fully compressed). For actual force tracking control, a customized force transducer is also attached on the plate spring to measure the actual actuation force.
Accumulator pressure is set to be same as actuation tracking control described in Chapter 3, which is 0.55 MPa.

Figure 4-33: Overall outlook of hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HILS) system
4.4.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 4-34 shows the effect of numerical integration methods on HILS performance. While the proposed model could be operated in real time without overrunning, there are, however, significant discrepancies between the two responses of shaft torque. In case of the use of Runge-Kutta method (4th order), output (shaft) torque is significantly differ from the off-line simulation results. This problem was resolved by selecting a higher order numerical integration method such as Dormand-Prince method (5th order).

![Figure 4-34: Effect of numerical integration methods on HILS performance](image)

The typical real time HILS results using two tracking methods (pressure and force tracking) are shown in Figure 4-35 and Figure 4-36. These illustrative examples are for the 10° of throttle opening in AT model. The controller successfully tracked the
desired trajectory determined from vehicle test results in both cases. The HILS results are also in good agreement with the vehicle test result (Figure 4-13).

Figure 4-35: HILS with actuation pressure tracking control result and comparison with vehicle test results: $\theta_{zh} = 10^\circ$
HILS performance with respect to different throttle openings are investigated. Like the off-line simulation results, throttle angles are set to be $5^\circ$, $10^\circ$, and $15^\circ$, respectively, in Figure 4-37, Figure 4-38, and Figure 4-39. The HILS results are in
good agreement with the off-line simulation results. After engaging (i.e., locking after 4.2 second), the HILS results show some discrepancy with off-line simulation results due to the rather insufficient dead-head pressure. Actual force tracking using force transducer is preferable to actuation force tracking because of the better resolution.

Figure 4-37: HILS result with respect to two tracking methods: $\theta_{th} = 5^\circ$ (・・・ desired;— controlled)
Figure 4-38: HILS result with respect to two tracking methods: \( \theta_{th} = 10^\circ \) (\(\cdots\): desired; —: controlled)
Next, HILS performance with fill volume adapting scheme are investigated in Figure 4-40 and Figure 4-41. To present the unwanted over-fill scenario, fill strokes are intentionally set to be 3.0 mm and 2.8 mm, respectively. In both cases, the original fixed

---

(a) actuation pressure tracking (b) actual force tracking

Figure 4-39: HILS result with respect to two tracking methods: $\theta_{th} = 15^\circ$ (in the middle $\cdots$: desired; $\longrightarrow$: controlled)
fill time of 0.3 second is adjusted to 0.27 second and 0.24 second, respectively. Consequently, the overfill spike in actuation force and the output torque is reduced because of the successful prevention of the excessive overfill. The effectiveness of the fill volume adapting scheme is validated through the HILS.

![Graphs showing fill volume adapting control result and comparison with offline simulation results](image)

Figure 4-40: Fill volume adapting control result and comparison with offline simulation results: $\theta_{th} = 10^\circ$, fill stroke = 3.0 mm
The effect of friction force is also investigated by measuring simultaneously the actual actuation force. As shown in Figure 4-42, the slight discrepancy between two forces is small during the actuation stage, which implies that the friction force have little.
effect on the actuation force. Chattering amplitude in the controlled actuation pressure is also rather dissipated by the friction in the hydraulic cylinder.

Figure 4-42: Comparison of measured forces: controlled actuation pressure and actual force affected by friction force (…: desired;—: controlled actuation force from pressure)

Finally, self-locking capability is examined. The details for self-locking are described in Appendix E. As demonstrating in Figure 4-43, the actuation force could be remaining after reaching steady-state, while the driving voltage for the PHP actuator is off.
Figure 4-43: HILS with actual force tracking control result illustrating self-locking capability: $\theta_{\text{so}} = 10^\circ$
4.5 Intelligent Inertia Phase Control

4.5.1 Motivation

Since the basic function of the shift control is to achieve a smooth shift with consistent shift quality under all shift conditions, the evaluation of shift quality has to be introduced. While it has been well recognized that the most critical factors that can affect shift quality include friction materials, actuator force (pressure), and response time, the shift quality is, however, difficult to define or measure as a subjective function. Some metrics have been used to evaluate shift quality. According to Schwab [1994], shift quality can be assessed by the sum of the following sub cost functions:

\[ J_1 = \alpha_1 \left| T_{\text{Beginning of torque phase}} - \min(T_{\text{OUT}}) \right| \]
\[ J_2 = \alpha_2 \left| \max(T_{\text{OUT}}) - T_{\text{End of inertia phase}} \right| \]
\[ J_3 = \alpha_3 \left| \text{torque phase duration} - 125 \right| \]
\[ J_4 = \alpha_4 \left| \text{inertia phase duration} - 250 \right| \]
\[ J_5 = \sum_{i=1}^{4} \alpha_i J_i \], where, \( \alpha \) is weighting factor

where \( J_1 \) penalizes the torque dropping (hole) during the torque phase, and \( J_2 \) represents the overshoot of output torque. \( J_3 \) and \( J_4 \) stand for the torque phase duration time and the inertia duration time (\( t_2 \) and \( t_3 \)). These parameters for evaluating shift control performance are indicated in Figure 4-44. On the other hand, simpler vibration dose value has been typically used to evaluate the shift control performance, with emphasis on \( J_2 \) in Eq. 4.41 [Megli et. al., 1999].
where $\bar{\alpha}$ is the filtered acceleration obtained from vehicle accelerometer. In this research, similar $VDV$ is introduced based on the fact that turbine acceleration is closely related with the output torque in the inertia phase.

\[
VDV = \left[ \int \bar{\alpha}^4 dt \right]^{1/4} = \left[ \int \left( \frac{T_{OUT}}{I_y} \right) dt \right]^{1/4}
\]

(4.42)

where $\bar{\alpha}_r$ is the filtered turbine acceleration. $ss$ and $sf$ stand for shift start and shift finish, respectively.

---

**Figure 4-44: Power on 1-2 up shift control diagram of typical AT using band brake as on-coming member and one way clutch (OWC) as off-going member**
During the inertia phase (i.e., $t_3$ in Figure 4-44), closed-loop control is typically required to achieve robust shift control. However, industrial applications of AT shift control have been performed through open-loop, event-driven, and look-up table actions, while feedback control has been commonly proposed in AT shift controls [Zongxuan and Hebbale, 2005]. The main reason for this technical limitation is the difficulty of using cost-effective and reliable sensors in AT. For example, cost-effective non-contacting output torque transducers are still not available in current AT. Consequently, only PID feedback control of turbine rotational speed (or turbine acceleration) during the inertia phase has been developed, for shift quality is closely correlated to the duration time of the inertia phase. The other reason is the difficulty of using robust feedback control. For instance, the control gains for PID control of turbine speed is currently tuning by trial and error because AT model is highly nonlinear. As a result, it is not robust against parameter variations, disturbances, and wide operation conditions. To overcome these limitations, learning control has been recently studied. According to many research efforts [Yoon, 1999, and Cao et al, 2005], the optimum force (pressure) trajectory can be adaptively updated for next shift event through the reliable calibrations or learning algorithm. In order to update the desired force trajectory, the parameterization of desired trajectory with key parameters has to be performed [Han et. al., 2003]. Since $P_2$ and $P_3$ in Figure 4-44 are typically the critical parameters for determining the shift quality, $P_2$ and $P_3$ are selected as parameters to be updated for changing the desired force trajectory in this research. Figure 4-45 illustrates the importance of parameters $P_2$ and $P_3$. $VDV$ will be deviated from the target value (i.e. minimum value) with different $P_2$ and $P_3$. 
Therefore, performance index $VDV$ should be minimized to regulate the turbine angular acceleration by changing the desired force trajectory.

### 4.5.2 Intelligent Inertia Phase Control Using Genetic Algorithm (GA)

In this research, an intelligent genetic algorithm (in short, GA) is employed to learn the desired trajectory. Figure 4-46 shows the flowchart for intelligent torque phase control. Performance index $VDV$ calculated from turbine acceleration is bounded with target ranges.
If calculated \( VDV \) is deviated from the desired range, \( P_2 \) and \( P_3 \) in desired force trajectory shown in Figure 4-44 will be updated by learning algorithm. The main advantage of bounding is that unnecessary learning near the desired value, which can lead to chattering of the control parameter, may be avoided. The optimization toolbox (GAOT Ver.5) developed by Christopher et al. [1995] is employed for GA learning algorithm.

\[
VDV_{\text{Lower}} \leq VDV \leq VDV_{\text{Upper}}
\]  

(4.44)

---

**Figure 4-46: Flowchart for intelligent control of torque phase**

The GA has a very simple structure: we first generate initial random population using bounds to be optimally selected, evaluate it, and start creating new populations by applying generic operators so called crossover and mutation. Contrary to the conventional methods, one of the main advantages of GA is that it does not require well-defined objective function, most suitable for highly nonlinear system. In addition, since
GA performs search in a population of points, and is based on probabilistic transition rules, it is less likely to converge to local minima or maxima, which can be the pitfall of conventional methods based on the sensitivity information [Passino, 2004]. Accordingly, learning with GA can successfully end up with an optimization problem of the objective function $VDV$ as follows;

$$\text{Maximization } VDV^{-1}\text{ Bounded to } P_{2,\text{lower}} \leq P_2 \leq P_{2,\text{upper}}, P_{3,\text{lower}} \leq P_3 \leq P_{3,\text{upper}}.$$ (4.45)

Since the genetic algorithm can handle only the maximization problem, the objective function is set to be the inverse of the $VDV$. To demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed intelligent control, harsh shifts shown in Figure 4-45 is learned with bounds $(157 \leq P_2 \leq 251, 319 \leq P_3 \leq 455)$ and initial population size (5 in this case). As shown in Figure 4-47, best population (i.e., object function $VDV$) can quickly converged to the optimum value of 115.5 within five iterations.

![Figure 4-47: The converging history of population (object function $VDV$)](image)
After learning, two important parameters ($P_2$ and $P_3$) are successfully updated by 182 N and 325 N, respectively. Figure 4-48 and Figure 4-49 show the intelligent control result using new force trajectory consisting of updated parameter $P_2$ and $P_3$. $VDV$ is calculated to be 115, which is identical to the converged objective function.

Figure 4-48: Intelligent control result for turbine acceleration regulation ($P_3$ learning)
Figure 4-49: Intelligent control result for turbine acceleration regulation ($P_2$ learning)
4.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, the application of the PHP actuator is extended to an AT test-bed to validate the feasibility of the new power-by-wire actuation concept. The typical power train model with 4-speed AT for compact-size passenger car is first synthesized to develop the real time simulation capability for HILS using Stateflow®. For simplicity, only the power on 1 \(\rightarrow\) 2 up shift simulation model is developed. In addition, fill volume adapting strategy is integrated with the tracking controller to prevent the overfill spike that will negatively affect shift performance. For detecting the end of fill, turbine acceleration information of AT is utilized, and neural network-based estimation technique is introduced to restore the corrupted measurement signal. Building upon the fast off-line simulation model, the HILS is performed by replacing the actuator model with the actual PHP actuator hardware. For the global shift controller to control the output torque of AT during the inertia phase of the shift, intelligent control using GA algorithm is proposed to update adaptively the desired force trajectory to be tracked by the PHP actuator.

The results of this chapter indicate that the PHP actuator with the nonlinear sliding mode force tracking controller can be effective for the shift control of AT, and its performance can be further improved by a simple fill volume adaptive scheme and a GA based inertia phase control algorithm. Furthermore, the use of HILS can expand the utility of the real-time power train model for controller development and design of power train systems.
Chapter 5

Conclusion and Recommendations

5.1 Summary of Research Efforts

The primary objective of this research is to develop a piezoelectric-hydraulic pump actuator and control system to achieve a new power-by-wire concept that can potentially replace current the electro-hydraulic actuation systems used in automotive transmissions. Based on the performance requirements of band brake actuation for AT, a prototype piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuation system is first developed (Chapter 2). The compact stand-alone actuator’s performance is then evaluated through a series of experiments and analysis. The maximum flow rate of 20 cc/s with a corresponding fill time of 0.3 second and a desired deadhead pressure (0.45 MPa) are achieved. From these evaluation results, it is concluded that the performance of the new piezoelectric-hydraulic pump actuator is adequate for AT shift control. In addition to successful development of the prototype, two secondary research results have been achieved during the research process. With the derived piezoelectric impedance model, a new online monitoring method of the effective bulk modulus of working fluid is first presented. Also, the effect of Helmholtz resonance on the volumetric efficiency of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump is first recognized. Based on derived analytical model and simulation results, the main parameter for shifting the Helmholtz resonant frequency is identified and evaluated experimentally. Large cavity in the double-acting hydraulic
cylinder turned out to be acting as an Helmholtz resonator. Simple design modifications
using the Helmholtz resonator allow us to improve the volumetric efficiency of the
piezoelectric-hydraulic pump at relatively lower frequency ranges.

In the research presented in Chapter 3, the nonlinear sliding mode controller is
developed for actuation force tracking control of the piezoelectric-hydraulic pump (PHP)
based actuator for an automatic transmission (AT) friction element. With a derived
governing equation of motion of the PHP-band brake actuation system, a simple but
effective switching control law is synthesized based on the sliding mode theory. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed controller, its force tracking performance for
smooth engaging of friction elements is validated experimentally. A power on 1 → 2
shift using band brake as on-coming friction element and one-way clutch as off-going
friction element (synchronizing control) is performed. In addition, implementation
methods using switching type driver is first established, which can be appropriate for
other pulse-driven actuator in view of the efficiency.

In Chapter 4, the PHP actuator is applied to automatic transmission shift control
to validate the effectiveness of the new power-by-wire actuation concept. A real time
power train model, which includes engine, test-bed AT, and drivelines for half car is first
synthesized to develop the model for hardware-in-the-loop simulation using the
modeling framework, state charts. In addition to the development of required model,
both torque phase control to prevent the over-fill and new turbine acceleration regulating
control for AT shift controller are designed to achieve the enhanced shift performance.
In order to address the overfill problem, detecting of the end of fill using turbine
acceleration of AT is first proposed using advanced filtering method, neural network-
based estimation. Finally, with the developed real time power train model and the PHP actuator, the HILS architecture is constructed, and its successful use in development of AT shift control system is presented to demonstrate the feasibility of the new PHP actuator.

5.2 Summary of Major Contributions

- This research first demonstrated the potential of PHP-based actuator as a new controllable actuation system for AT friction elements. The proposed nonlinear force control methodology could successfully track the desired force trajectory for AT shift control with acceptable tracking error.

- PHP actuator also provides the fundamental concept for the new pressure control system of fluid power systems, eliminating three traditional hydraulic components (oil pump, regulating valve, and control valve). It can be a critical piece of technology that will provide breakthrough in the development of the new alternative pressure control systems.

- The major impact of the new effective bulk modulus measuring method is that it makes on-line monitoring possible. Current methods normally require precision testing equipments consisting of many complex components and cannot be used in real-time. With this new transducer unit, the hydraulic compliance can be easily updated with adaptive schemes, which will provide more robust tracking performance of the hydraulic control systems.
- It has been demonstrated that it is possible to build more reliable power train models based on the HILS that is capable of real time execution. The proposed HILS can be a valuable tool in the development of automotive transmissions and operating control systems and software.

- In general, transition control of the friction element for AT shift is a challenging issue. In this research, the basic approach using feedback sensing signal is first suggested for fill volume adaptation.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Research

Although the present research has demonstrated the feasibility of new piezoelectric-hydraulic pump based actuation system for successful AT control, there are still many issues requiring attention and research in the future.

One future task item will be to examine the durability of the PZT stack transducer. Although the PZT stack transducers have been successfully applied in various industry applications, such as diesel engine injection valve actuator, the durability of the PZT stack transducer has to be evaluated to prevent unexpected failure or damage within the life of AT.

One of the main issues to be properly addressed in the future is the enhanced controllability of the PHP actuator, focusing on the reduction of chattering in the output actuation force. The chattering is undesirable in practice, since it may excite the low frequency dynamics of friction elements. Further investigation of the reasons for chattering to occur is first of all recommended. If the effect of the unmodeled actuator
dynamics is for the main reason for chattering, as predicted in this thesis, the design of new control laws considering actuator dynamics can be one of the potential solutions. The use of higher order sliding surfaces may also be able to alleviate chattering.

If the PHP actuator will have to be employed with other applications such as positioning control systems, the PHP actuator has to be further developed to perform the general tracking control (e.g., bi-directional or sinusoidal tracking) since the PHP actuator is developed for only the AT shift control (one-directional actuation application).

When it comes to the application to AT shift control, the HILS of intelligent inertia phase control should be further performed. The design of more robust shift controller is also required for enhanced shift performance. While the HILS has been shown to be an effective tool, actual dynamo experiments may still be helpful since they can be more accurate in evaluating the overall performance of the controller and actuator.

Finally, the achieved research results can be extended into other general friction elements, such as dry type clutches used in a dual clutch transmission (in short, DCT) and hybrid electric vehicles (in short, HEV), and other applications where large stroke and high actuation force are required. In particular, HEV are currently being developed by numerous automotive companies due to their significant potential in enhancing fuel economy and emissions. The clutch that connects the engine and inverter (or motors) is one of the key elements in most hybrid vehicle configurations. Accordingly, the reliable clutch actuation system is essential in HEVs.
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 Appendix A

On-site Force Transducer Unit Using FlexiForce® Sensor

A.1 Fabrication of Prototype Transducer

To implement this force transducer on automotive applications, output and input has to be DC Voltage for interfacing with TCU (transmission control unit). This will lead to use a force-to-voltage converting (drive) circuit [Tekscan]. Figure A-1 shows one of the available converting circuits, which is using simple OP amp chip. FlexiForce® sensor can be represented by variable resistance ($R_S$). Tuning resistance ($R_F$) is used to adjust the output voltage ($V_{out}$) or sensitivity.

\[
V_{out} = V_I \times \left[ \frac{R_F}{(R_F + R_S)} \right]
\]

Figure A-1: Force-to-voltage converting circuit using OP amp chip (LM358)
A.2 Calibration

To calibrate the prototype transducer, a simple calibration device is set up using low friction air cylinder (φ 31 mm) actuated by air compressor (Max. 120 psi capacity) and reliable piezo type force sensor (Model : PCB 208C03). Calibration results are plotted in Figure A-2. Black diamond dots represent the specification of piezo type force sensor obtained from vendor. Blue triangular dots represent the calibration data that has to be matched with the specification. However, there must be slight difference between two curves due to the friction force in calibration device. In this preliminary study, this friction force is assumed to be negligible.

Figure A-2: Calibration result of prototype force transducer using calibration device
A.3 Sensitivity Curve

To obtain a sensitivity curve, step responses are first plotted with respect to different applying force using tuning resistance of 18 KΩ and drive voltage of 3 V. All steady-state voltages are collected to plot the sensitivity curve. The obtained sensitivity curve plotted in Figure A-3. Prototype force transducer shows good sensitivity, which is sufficient for force tracking control, and can be fitted by following equation

\[ y = 496.59x - 93 \]  

(A.1)

![Figure A-3: Sensitivity curve for prototype force transducer using FlexiForce® sensor](image-url)
**Appendix B**

**Derivation of Power/on Up 1→2 Up Shift Model**

The governing equations derived in Chapter 4 are summarized as followings:

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_1(I_{S1} + I_T)\dot{\omega}_{S1} - (1 + r_2)I_{S2}\dot{\omega}_{S2} - I_{R1}\dot{\omega}_{R1} &= r_1 T_r + (r_2 + 1) T_B + T_{OWC} \\
    I_{EQUI}\dot{\omega}_{OUT} + \Psi \{(I_{S1} + I_T)\dot{\omega}_T + I_{S2}\dot{\omega}_{S2} + I_{R1}\dot{\omega}_{R1}\} &= \Psi(T_r - T_B - T_{OWC}) - T_{LOAD} \\
    (B.1)
\end{align*}
\]

In addition to governing equation, following three equations are required to drive the shift model for each phase.

\[
\begin{align*}
    \Psi(1 + r_1)\dot{\omega}_{OUT} &= \dot{\omega}_{S1} + r_1\dot{\omega}_{R1} \\
    (1 + r_2)\dot{\omega}_{R1} &= \dot{\omega}_{S2} + \Psi r_2\dot{\omega}_{OUT} \\
    I_v\dot{\omega}_{OUT} &= T_{OUT} - T_{LOAD} \\
    (B.2) & \quad (B.3) & \quad (B.4)
\end{align*}
\]

**B.1 First Gear State and Torque Phase**

In first gear state and torque phase, because of the one-way clutch, the first ring gear is constrained (i.e., \(\dot{\omega}_{R1} = 0\)) and the turbine input torque is transmitted through the one-way clutch. When the 1 → 2 shift starts by shift commanding from the shift schedule, on-coming band brake starts engaging (i.e., torque phase including fill) and the torque capacity of the band brake is determined by the band brake (i.e., \(T_B = T_{BC}\)) because the second sun gear is not constrained (\(\omega_{S2} \neq 0\), i.e., slip). In this these, the governing equations are solved directly for Stateflow\textsuperscript{®} coding, instead of simultaneously numerical
solving. Hence, eliminating of $\dot{\omega}_{s2}$ and $\dot{\omega}_{OUT}$ in the governing equations yields following equations:

$$\dot{\omega}_T = C^{-1}[\Psi(1 + r_i)T_r + \Psi r_2 T_{BC} - T_{LOAD}] = A_{121} T_r + B_{121} T_{BC} + C_{121} T_{LOAD}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.5)$$

where $C = \Psi(1 + r_i)(I_{s1} + I_r) + \frac{\Psi r_2}{1 + r_1} I_{s2} + \frac{I_{EQV}}{\Psi(1 + r_i)}$.

$$T_{OWC} = r_i(I_{s1} + I_r) + \frac{r_2(1 + r_i)}{1 + r_1} I_{s2} \dot{\omega}_T - r_i T_r - (1 + r_2) T_{BC}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.6)$$

The transient output torque ($T_{OUT}$) and acceleration ($\dot{\omega}_{OUT}$) can be determined by the angular acceleration of each element (Eq. B.3) and load torque (Eq. B.4).

$$T_{OUT} = \frac{I_v}{\Psi(1 + r_i)} \dot{\omega}_T + T_{LOAD}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.7)$$

$$\dot{\omega}_{OUT} = \frac{1}{\Psi(1 + r_i)} \dot{\omega}_T$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.8)$$

A general expression form for the output (shaft) torque ($T_{OUT}$) can be expressed in terms of the input turbine torque ( $T_r$ ), the band brake torque ($T_{B}$), the load torque by substituting Eq. B.5 into Eq. B.7:

$$T_{OUT} = a_{121} T_r + b_{121} T_{BC} + d_{121} T_{LOAD}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.9)$$

As seen in Eq. B.9, the output torque is an explicit function of three torques. This useful relationship provides physical meaning of output torque drop in torque phase. The output torque starts inevitable dropping since the turbine input torque is transmitting through the on-coming band brake, which leads the negative band brake torque. Hence, the control of output torque is nearly challenging with the difficulty of using output torque transducer. As the band brake torque is increasing, one-way torque is decreasing until it
starts free-wheeling. The duration time is normally 0.1 to 0.2 second and there is no speed change in the engine and turbine speed.

**B.2 Inertia (or Speed) Phase**

The transition condition from the torque phase into the inertia phase is $T_{OWC} = 0$ or $\dot{\omega}_{r1} > 0$. Due to the slip, torques of friction elements should be replaced by $\omega_{r1} \neq 0, \omega_{s2} \neq 0$. After rearranging $\dot{\omega}_{s2}$ in terms of $\dot{\omega}_r$ and $\dot{\omega}_{r1}$ in Eq. B.2 and Eq. B.3, substituting $\dot{\omega}_{s2}$ into Eq. B.1 yields following equations:

$$
\dot{\omega}_r = \left( A_{12} D_{12} + B_{12} C_{12} \right)^{-1} \left[ \left( \Psi B_{12} + r_1 D_{12} \right) T_r + \left\{ (1 + r_2) D_{12} - \Psi B_{12} \right\} T_{BC} \right]
- B_{12} T_{LOAD} \tag{B.10}
$$

where $A_{12} = r_1(I_{s1} + I_r) + \frac{r_2(1 + r_2)}{1 + r_1} I_{s2}, B_{12} = \frac{(1 + r_2)(1 + r_1 + r_2)}{1 + r_1} I_{s2} + I_{r1}$,

$$
C_{12} = \Psi(I_{s1} + I_r) - \frac{\Psi r_2}{1 + r_2} I_{s2} + \frac{I_{EQQ}}{\Psi(1 + r_1)}, \hspace{1cm} D_{12} = \frac{\Psi(1 + r_1 + r_2)}{1 + r_1} I_{s2} + \Psi I_{r1} + \frac{r_1}{\Psi(1 + r_1)} I_{EQQ}
$$

$$
\dot{\omega}_{r1} = \left( A_{12} D_{12} + B_{12} C_{12} \right)^{-1} \left[ \left( \Psi A_{12} - r_1 C_{12} \right) T_r - \left\{ (1 + r_2) C_{12} + \Psi A_{12} \right\} T_{BC} \right]
- A_{12} T_{LOAD} \tag{B.11}
$$

$$
T_{OUT} = \frac{I_v}{\Psi(1 + r_1)} \dot{\omega}_r + \frac{r_1 I_v}{\Psi(1 + r_1)} \dot{\omega}_{r1} + T_{LOAD} \tag{B.12}
$$

$$
\dot{\omega}_{OUT} = \frac{1}{\Psi(1 + r_1)} (\dot{\omega}_r + r_1 \dot{\omega}_{r1}) \tag{B.13}
$$

During the inertia phase, the output torque is suddenly increased because of the gear ratio change and deceleration of engine inertia due to the relatively larger inertia of vehicle. Also, the output torque is mainly dependant of the band brake torque during the
inertia phase. The significance of this important fact enables us to control the output torque by modulating the actuation pressure for engaging torque of the band brake.

B.3 Second Gear State

The transition condition from the inertia phase into second gear state is \( \omega_{s2} = 0 \) because the rotational speed of the second sun gear connected with the drum of band brake will approach zero. Substituting this constraint \( (\dot{\omega}_{s2} = 0) \) into Eq. B.3 and rearranging \( \dot{\omega}_{r1} \) in terms of \( \dot{\omega}_t \) yields following four equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\omega}_t &= D^{-1} \left[ \frac{\Psi(1+r_1+r_2)}{1+r_2} T_T - T_{LOAD} \right] \\
T_B &= \frac{1}{1+r_2} \left[ r_1(I_{s1} + I_T) - \frac{r_2}{1+r_1+r_2} I_{R1} \right] \dot{\omega}_T - \frac{r_1}{1+r_2} T_T \\
T_{OUT} &= \frac{1+r_2}{\Psi(1+r_1+r_2)} I_T \dot{\omega}_T + T_{LOAD} \\
\dot{\omega}_{OUT} &= \frac{1+r_2}{\Psi(1+r_1+r_2)} \dot{\omega}_T
\end{align*}
\]
Appendix C
MATLAB/Simulink® Models and Parameters for HILS

C.1 MATLAB/Simulink® Models

Figure C-1: Main MATLAB/Simulink® model for HILS
Figure C-2: AT shift and switching sliding mode controller

Figure C-3: Power on 1→2 up shift model with Stateflow® toolbox
C.2 Simulation Parameters for HILS

%---------------------------------------------------------------Parameters for HILS of 1-2 up shift of AT -----------------------------------------------
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 09/09/2008 -----------------------------
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Ford 4F27E A/T --------------------------------
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Band Brake -------------------------------
R=0.25;
Angle=340;
b1=0.14;
b2=-0.00372;
b3=0.0000228;
b4=-0.0000509;

%------------------------------------------ Planetary gear sets ------------------------------------------
ZS1=49; % No of gear tooth of first sun gear
ZR1=89; % No of gear tooth of first ring gear
ZS2=37; % No of gear tooth of second sun gear
ZR2=98; % No of gear tooth of second ring gear
ZS3=100; % No of gear tooth of transfer gear (drive)
ZR3=373; % No of gear tooth of transfer gear (driven)
r1=ZR1/ZS1; % Gear ratio
r2=ZR2/ZS2; % Gear ratio
BE= ZR3/ZS3; % Final gear ratio

%-------------------------------------Load torque generation-------------------------------------
r_tire = 0.3; % tire radius [m]
A_v = 2; % frontal area of vehicle [m^2]
ro_a = 0.123; % air density [kg/m^3]
C_a = 0.33; % aerodynamic drag coefficient
M_v = 1500; % vehicle mass [kg]
mu_f = 0.01; % rolling resistance coefficient
grade = 0; % Load gradient [degree]

%-------------------------------------Inertia (UNIT = Kg m^2)-------------------------------------
IT=0.067; % turbine of T/C
IS1=0.0013; % first sun gear set
IR1=0.0027; % first ring gear set
IS2=0.008; % second sun gear
IR2=0.0107; % second ring gear
I_e = 0.1142; % engine

I_V = M_v*r_tire*r_tire; % vehicle
IEQV=I_V+BE^2*IR2; % equivalent vehicle
% 1st gear & torque phase

\[ \text{DET1} = BE \times (1 + r1) \times (IS1 + IT) + ((BE \times r2^2)/(1 + r1)) \times IS2 + (IEQV/(BE \times (1 + r1))); \]

\[ a_{121} = (1/\text{DET1}) \times (BE \times (1 + r1)); \]
\[ b_{121} = (1/\text{DET1}) \times (BE \times r2); \]
\[ c_{121} = 0; \]
\[ d_{121} = -(1/\text{DET1}); \]

\[ t_{a121} = r1 \times (IS1 + IT) + (r2 \times (1 + r2)) / (1 + r1) \times IS2; \]
\[ t_{b121} = -r1; \]
\[ t_{c121} = -(1 + r2); \]

\[ t_{oa121} = I \times V / (BE \times (1 + r1)); \]
\[ t_{ob121} = 1; \]
\[ o_{a121} = 1 / (BE \times (1 + r1)); \]

% Inertia phase during 1-2 shift

\[ A_{12} = r1 \times (IS1 + IT) + (r2 \times (1 + r2) \times IS2) / (1 + r1); \]
\[ B_{12} = ((1 + r2) \times (1 + r1 + r2) \times IS2) / (1 + r1) \times \text{IR1}; \]
\[ C_{12} = BE \times (IS1 + IT) - ((BE \times r2) \times IS2) / (1 + r1 + r2) \times \text{IEQV} / (BE \times (1 + r1)); \]
\[ D_{12} = BE \times (1 + r1 + r2) / (1 + r1) \times IS2 + BE \times \text{IR1} + r1 / (BE \times (1 + r1)) \times \text{IEQV}; \]
\[ BC = (1 / (A_{12} \times D_{12} + B_{12} \times C_{12})); \]
\[ a_{122} = BC \times (BE \times B_{12} + r1 \times D_{12}); \]
\[ b_{122} = BC \times ((1 + r2) \times D_{12} - BE \times B_{12}); \]
\[ c_{122} = BC \times (D_{12} \times BE \times B_{12}); \]
\[ d_{122} = BC \times B_{12}; \]
\[ a_{123} = BC \times (BE \times A_{12} + r1 \times C_{12}); \]
\[ b_{123} = BC \times (BE \times A_{12} + (1 + r2) \times C_{12}); \]
\[ c_{123} = BC \times (BE \times A_{12} + C_{12}); \]
\[ d_{123} = BC \times A_{12}; \]

\[ t_{oa122} = I \times V / (BE \times (1 + r1)); \]
\[ t_{ob122} = (r1 \times I \times V) / (BE \times (1 + r1)); \]
\[ t_{oc122} = 1; \]

\[ o_{a122} = 1 / (BE \times (1 + r1)); \]
\[ o_{b122} = 1 / (BE \times (1 + r1)) \times r1; \]

% 2nd gear & torque phase

\[ \text{DET2} = ((BE \times (1 + r1 + r2)) / (1 + r2)) \times (IS1 + IT) + ((1 + r2) / (BE \times (1 + r1 + r2))) \times \text{IEQV} + ((BE \times r2^2) / ((1 + r2) \times (1 + r1 + r2))) \times \text{IR1}; \]

\[ a_{124} = (1/\text{DET2}) \times ((BE \times (1 + r1 + r2)) / (1 + r2)); \]
\[ b_{124} = 0; \]
\[ c_{124} = -(1/\text{DET2}) \times ((BE \times r2) / (1 + r2)); \]
\[ d_{124} = -(1/\text{DET2}); \]

\[ t_{a122} = (1/(1 + r2)) \times (r1 \times (IS1 + IT) - (r2 / (1 + r1 + r2)) \times \text{IR1}); \]
tb122=-(r1/(1+r2));
tc122=-(1/(1+r2));

\[ \text{toa123}=\frac{(1+r2)}{(BE \cdot (1+r1+r2))} \cdot I_V; \]
\[ \text{tob123}=1; \]
\[ \text{oa123}=\frac{(1+r2)}{(BE \cdot (1+r1+r2))}; \]

%--------------------------Initialize 1-2 model--------------------------
% 1: For light throttle
% 2: For medium throttle
% 3: For heavy throttle

sel=2;

switch sel
  case 1
    thro = 5; % throttle opening
    init_eng_speed = 700*(pi/30); % initial engine RPM,
    init_alpha_T = 0 ; % initial turbine acce
    S_S=120; % shift start Wout (rpm)
  case 2
    thro = 10; % throttle opening
    init_eng_speed = 700*(pi/30); % initial engine RPM,
    init_alpha_T = 0 ; % initial turbine acce
    S_S=170; % shift start Wout (rpm)
  case 3
    thro = 15; % throttle opening
    init_eng_speed = 700*(pi/30); % initial engine RPM
    init_alpha_T = 0 ; % initial turbine acce
    S_S=225; % shift start Wout (rpm)
  otherwise
end

init_alpha_OUT = 0;

init_alpha_R1 = 0;

init_alpha_S2 = 0;

%----static parameter : static engine map, torque converter static model, % load data file for engine torque

Engine=[0 3 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 85; 500 71.6 89.6 108.6 113.0 115.4 117.8 120.2 122.6 125.0 127.3 128.5; 750 49.6 74.8 107.8 120.6 123.5 126.3 129.1 132.0 134.8 137.6 139.1; 1000 33.5 57.8 99.5 127.6 129.9 132.2 134.6 134.8 138.7 145.2 148.4; 1500 14.7 32.9 79.6 136.2 145.3 149.0 152.7 156.3 160.0 163.7 165.5; 2000 4.31 17.8 63.3 130.9 150.6 154.4 158.3 162.2 166.0 169.9 171.9; 2500 0 8.1 48.8 127.7 160.1 167.6 172.4 177.1 181.8 186.5 188.9; 3000 0 0.8 34.4 104.3 151.9 160.6 165.7 170.7 175.8 180.8 183.3;
% engine speed vector [rpm]
e_speed_v = Engine(2:size(Engine, 1), 1)';

% engine throttle opening vector
e_throttle_v = Engine(1, 2:size(Engine, 2));

% engine torque vector [Nm]
e_torque_v = Engine;

e_torque_v = e_torque_v(:, 2:size(e_torque_v, 2));

e_torque_v = e_torque_v(2:size(e_torque_v, 1), :);

%---------------------------------------- Torque converter --------------------------------------
%---------------Coefficients for regression equation of torque ratio

t1 = 2.072;
t2 = -1.37;
t3 = 0.262;
t4 = -0.192;

%---------------------------------------------Coefficients for C-factor

speed_ratio = [0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.96];

K_factor = [241.5 235.1 231.0 232.6 238.7 245.6 253.8 256.5 273.5 282.9 295 355.1 398.9 549.3 1200 5000];

K_C = 1.37; % Correction factor for converting K-factor -> C-factor

%------------------------------------Desired force trajectory--------------------------------

P_D = [-0.128 -0.146 -0.037 -0.256 -0.256 -0.256 -0.256 -0.256 -0.256 2 10,...
       32.227 34.698 38.654 38.892 39.496 41.235 39.771 41.492 41.675 41.858,...
       44.165 44.751 47.992 49.2 51.727 55.06 55.737 57.971 58.63 84.151,....
       86.536 92.047 89.172 89.191 88.715]; % pressure unit: psi
Appendix D

Back Propagation Algorithm for TDNN-based Filter

STEP 1: Initialization

Generate training set by TDNN
Initialize weights of $W_{is}$ and $W_{js}$ randomly
Stopping Criteria

STEP 2: Forward Propagation

Compute nets and zs for each hidden neuron, $i=1,\ldots,h$:
\[
net_s = \sum_{j=1}^{s} W_{is} x_i \quad \text{and} \quad z_s = f_1(\text{net}_s) \]

Compute net$ j$ and $y_j$ for each output neuron, $j=1,\ldots,m$:
\[
net_j = \sum_{i=1}^{h} W_{sj} z_s \quad \text{and} \quad y_j = f_2(\text{net}_j) \]

STEP 3: Backward Propagation

Compute $\delta_{2j}$ for each output neuron, $j=1,\ldots,m$:
\[
\delta_{2j}^{(k)} = (d_j^{(k)} - y_j^{(k)}) f'_2(\text{net}_j^{(k)}) \]

Compute $\delta_{1s}$ for each hidden neuron, $i=1,\ldots,h$:
\[
\delta_{1s}^{(k)} = f'_1(\text{net}_s^{(k)}) \sum_{j=1}^{m} W_{sj} \delta_{2j}^{(k)} \]

STEP 4: Accumulate gradients over the input patterns

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial W_{sj}} = \sum_{k=1}^{p} (\delta_{2j}^{(k)} z_s^{(k)}) / \|z^{(k)}\|^2, \quad \frac{\partial E}{\partial W_{is}} = \sum_{k=1}^{p} (\delta_{1s}^{(k)} x_i^{(k)}) / \|x^{(k)}\|^2 \]

Note: For the numerical stability, the following rule for $z$ and $x$ vector is applied.
\[
\|z^{(k)}\|^2 = \begin{cases} 
\|z^{(k)}\|^2 & \text{if } \|z^{(k)}\|^2 \geq 1 \\
1 & \text{if } \|z^{(k)}\|^2 < 1
\end{cases}
\]
STEP 5: Update the weights

\[ W_{sj}^{(l+1)} = W_{sj}^{(l)} + lr \frac{\partial E}{\partial W_{sj}} \]

\[ W_{is}^{(l+1)} = W_{is}^{(l)} + lr \frac{\partial E}{\partial W_{is}} \]

where, \( lr \) is the learning rate (0.005 and 0.1).

MATLAB Code

```matlab
%-------Error Back Propogation Algorithm for TDNN-based filter---------
%%------------------ Generate the Input Patterns-----------------------
close all
d=5;
x=delay_in(Td,d);

%---------------------Initialization ----------------------------------
RMS_Goal  = .001;
maxcycles = 100;
lr    = 0.0001;
hidden = 5; % Number of hidden Layers

[inputs,patterns1]=size(x');
[outputs,patterns]=size(Td');
W1=0.5*randn(hidden,inputs+1);
W2=0.5*randn(outputs,hidden+1);

%------------------Back propagaion routine-----------------------------
[hidden,inputs1]=size(W1);
[outputs1,hidden1]=size(W2);
terms=outputs*patterns; %Number of error terms
RMS=zeros(1,maxcycles); %Output vector
LR=zeros(1,maxcycles);
X=[ones(1,patterns1);x'];
%h=1./(1+exp(-W1*X)); %Hidden layer(Use logistic)
h=0.1*W1*X+0.5; %Hidden layer (Use linear)
H=[ones(1,patterns1);h]; %Input of output layer
output = W2*H; %Output (Use Linear function)
e = output-Td(length(Td)-5)'; %Error
RMS(1) = sqrt(sum(sum(e.^2))/terms); % RMS Error
for i=2:maxcycles
    delta2 = e;
    % Differential is 1
```
\[ del_W2 = lr*delta2*H'; \]
\[ delta1 = h.*(1-h).*(W2(:,2:hidden+1)'*delta2); \]
\[ del_W1 = lr*delta1*X'; \]
\[ new_W1 = W1+del_W1; \]
\[ new_W2 = W2+del_W2; \]
\[ new_h = 1./(1+exp(-new_W1*X)); \]
\[ new_H = [ones(1,patterns1);new_h]; \]
\[ new_output = new_W2*new_H; \]
\[ new_e = Td(length(Td)-5)-new_output; \]
\[ RMS(i) = sqrt(sum(sum(new_e.^2))/terms); \]

if RMS(i)<RMS(i-1)
    W1 = new_W1;
    W2 = new_W2;
    e=new_e;
    h=new_h;
    H=new_H;
end
end
RMS=nonzeros(RMS);
LR=nonzeros(LR);

%-----------------------------Post Processing-----------------------------
semilogy(RMS);
ylabel('RMS Error');
xlabel('Cycles')
grid
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Turbine angular velocity (rad/s)');

X=[ones(1,patterns1); x'];
h=1./(1+exp(-W1*X));
H=[ones(1,patterns1);h];
output = W2*H;
figure;
plot(Td,'Red')
hold
plot(output,'Blue');
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Turbine angular acceleration (rad/s^2)');

%---------------------Sub Call Function for time delay matrix----------
function [xd] = delay_in(x,d);
[s,r]=size(x);
if r==1
    error('The input vector must be a column vector.');
end
xd=[];
for i=1:d+1
    xd=x(i:s-d+i-1);
end
Appendix E

Miscellaneous Items for the PHP Actuator

E.1 Evaluation of Noise Level

To quantify the noise level of PHP actuator, sound pressure level (in short, SPL) is measured by using a microphone. Figure E-1 shows the measurement locations for sound pressure level of PHP actuator. Based on the standard of SAE-J-1074 (Engine sound level measurement procedure), four microphones are located 50 cm from the longitudinal centers of the vertical planes forming the smallest rectangle to measure the sound pressure level. Air condenser type microphones (Larson-Davis laboratories model, sensitivity range of 4 ~ 8 mV/Pa) are used in this measurement. Figure E-2 shows the noise test stand in anechoic chamber, where is a shielded room designed to attenuate sound waves (Vibrations and Acoustics Laboratory of University of Michigan). Background noise is not considered in this measurement. Driving pulse frequency for PHP actuator is fixed at 200 Hz and 60 Hz, corresponding to the fill and control frequency of PHP actuator, respectively. Measured sound pressures are shown in Figure E-3 and Figure E-4. While sound pressures measured in each location show the nearly identical value (1.5 Pa) in both cases, sound pressures measured in parallel with PHP actuator (RH, LH) slightly higher, which implies that the sound energy is more intense in horizontal axis.
Figure E-1: Measurement location for sound pressure level of PHP actuator

Figure E-2: Overall noise test stand located in anechoic chamber
Figure E-3: RMS sound pressures measured in four measurement locations (200 Hz)
Sound pressure level (SPL) can be present by a logarithmic measure of the RMS pressure of a sound relative to a reference value. As a result, it’s measured in decibel as follows;

Figure E-4: RMS Sound pressures measured in four measurement locations (60 Hz)
\[ SPL = 10 \cdot \log_{10} \left( \frac{P_{\text{RMS}}^2}{P_{\text{ref}}^2} \right) \text{ dB} \]  
\hspace{1cm} (E.1)

where \( P_{\text{RMS}} \) is the measured RMS sound pressure, \( P_{\text{ref}} \) is the reference sound pressure.

The commonly used reference sound pressure in air is \( 20 \times 10^{-6} \text{ Pa} \), which is usually considered the threshold of human hearing. Then, the average level of four measurements can be determined by following Eq. E.2.

\[ SPL = 10 \cdot \log_{10} \left[ \left( 10^{LH/10} + 10^{RH/10} + 10^{FR/10} + 10^{RR/10} \right)/4 \right] \text{ dB} \]  
\hspace{1cm} (E.2)

where \( LH, RH, FR, \) and \( RR \) represent the sound pressure level measured by left, right, front, and rear microphones. Averaged sound pressure levels with respect to two driving pulse frequencies are illustrated in Figure E-5. Sound pressure level of PHP actuator can exceed 90 dB in both cases.

FFT analysis result for 200 Hz is also shown in Figure E-6. Since the basic noise source of PHP actuator is caused by contacting reed valves with stoppers, there are periodic peaks in the power spectrum. These noises are called structure-borne noise. Accordingly, adding damping materials in reed valve can be one of the feasible methods to reduce the SPL of PHP actuator.
Figure E-5: Evaluation results of sound pressure level about two driving frequencies

Figure E-6: FFT analysis result for driving pulse frequency of 200 Hz
E.2 Self-locking Capability

In friction element actuation system, there should have a self-locking mechanism to prevent the slippage. A typical available locking method is to apply much higher pressures (about 1.2 MPa) than actuation pressures (about 0.4 MPa). As a result, generated dead-head pressure of the prototype has to be enhanced. For instance, the loss of compliance in pumping chamber should be minimized by using more advanced design. Compared with the conventional actuation systems, there is an additional advantage in PHP actuator. While the power of PHP actuator is off after finishing the shift, the generated actuation force can still be remaining for locking due to the one-way valve (i.e., reed valve), as shown in Figure E-7. The duration of self-locking is sufficient for the next shift event.

![Figure E-7: Self-locking performance with respect to different actuation pressures](image-url)
E.3 Flow Rate Performance with Check Valve

In fact, the operation of a check valve is identical to the reed valves. At relatively low frequency ranges (below 200Hz), the commercial check valve with more reliable durability can replace the reed valve. To evaluate the feasibility of the check valve as an substitute of reed valve, different one-way valve assemble is made by Lee company’s check valve and its flow rate performance was evaluated, as shown in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9, respectively.

(a) with check valve                    (b) with reed valve

(c) Detail A (Model: Lee®)

Figure 5-8: Different one-way valve assembles
Due to the narrow bandwidth of the check valve, flow rate cannot recover after some critical frequency ranges. For instance, flow rate becomes dropped at 150 Hz in case of the accumulator pressure of 0.7 MPa, as shown in Figure 5-9. Compared with the reed valve presented in Chapter 2, flow rate was also sensitive to the variation of the accumulator pressures.

Figure 5-9: Flow rate with respect to different accumulator pressures
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